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THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR, 
TRANSMITTING, 
In response to a Senate resolution of 2d i-nstant, a communication from 
the Commissioner of Indian Affairs relative to the alleged armament 
of Indians in certain States. 
DECEMBER 11, 1890.-Referred to the Committee on Indian Affairs and Of(ler<>il to he 
printed. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, December 11, 1890. 
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Senate resolu-
tion of 2d instant in the following words: 
Resolved, '£hat the Secretp.ry of t.he Interior be directed to report to the Senate any 
information in his possession as to arms and ammunition in the possession of Indians 
occupying the Indian reservations in the States <lf Nebraska, North Dakota, au<l 
South Dakota, and also what steps, if any, are being taken for the disarmament of 
such Indians. 
In response there to I transmit herewith copy of a communication of 
6th instant from the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, to whom the mat-
tel· was referred, and its inclosure, save as to some names of Indians. 
It appears therefrom that these Indians are generally well armed 
and supplied with ammunition. 
On the 13th of NO\-ember last the President directed the Secretary of 
War to assume a military responsibility for any threatened outbreak 
and to take such steps as might be necessary to that end, and on De-
cember 1, 1890, the agentR among. these Indians were instructed as ' 
follows: 
During the present Indian troubles you are instructed that while yon shall con-
tinue all the busloness and carry into effect the educational and other purposes of 
yonr agency, you will, as to all operations intended to suppress any outbreak by force, 
cooperate with and obey the orders of the military officer commanding on the reser-
.vation iu your charge. 
'rhe power of disarmament was thus transferred to the V\Tar Depart-
ment, and no measures to this end have been taken since bv this De-
partment. .. 
The substance of all the communications received f• om the seat of 
du.,turbance and from the Commissioner of Indian A1fairs was com-
municated to the honorable Secretary of War as received. 
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, 
JOHN W. NOBLE, 
The PRESIDENT OF THE SENATE. 
Secretary. 
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DEPA.H/l'MBN'l' OF 'l'IIE lNTERIOH, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
lVashington, December 6, 1~90. 
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt, by your reference 
of the 3d instant for report, of Senate resolution of the 2d instant, in 
the following words: 
Resolred, That the Secretary of the Interior be directed to report to the Senate any 
information in his possession as to arms and ammunition in the possession of tbe 
' Indians occupying the Indian reservations in the States of Nebrask.a, Nort.h Dakota, 
and South Dakota, and also what steps, if any, are being taken for the disarmament 
of such Indians. 
In reply, I have the honor to transmit herewith so much of the cor-
respondence on matters pertaining to the excitement prevailing among a 
portion of the· Sioux Nation of Indians located in the States of North 
Dakota and South Dakota a~ 1 elates to the matter of arms and am-
munition in possession of and the steps taken for disarming those 
Indians. 
This correspondence shows that those Indians are generally well sup-
plied with improved arms and ammunition. 
In my letter to the honorable Secretary of the Interior of November 
27, 1890, I recommended that-
! think it will be well to arrt•st and confine tbe leaders of the excitement now pre· 
vailing at Pine Ridge Agency whenever the military authorities now operating there 
to suppress any threatened onttreak shall consider such action can be most prudently 
and successfully accomplished with least daug:er. The turlmlent ones should under 
like circumstances be disposseRsed by the military of their arms, while those now 
and heretofore peaceably and qnietly disposed should be required to surrender to the 
agent their arms, taking his receipt therefor; such arms to be held by the Depart-
ment for such action as it shall hereafter determine to be right and proper; the peace-
ably disposed Jndians to be given to understand tbat their arms will be either returned 
to them or fair and reasonable compensation will be made for them whenever Con-
gress shall make an appropriation applicable therefor. I deem such a stipulation 
necessary, not only as a mat.ter of right and justice to the Indians who willingly give 
up such property as assurance of their good and peaceable intentions: but. also as an 
inducement to them to make the surrender of weapons whose very possession is cal-
culated to continue and to greatly magnify the present excitement. 
I recommend that the War Department be requested to instruct the proper military 
officers to cause th\3 turbulent ones to be dispossessed of their arms and their leaders 
to be arrested for imprisonment, all in manner as above suggested. And further, to 
reu<.lt'r the agent of this Department such assistance as he may require in securing 
the surrender of tbe arms of the peaceably disposed Indians. 
lf tbese recommendations are approved and this Office notified the agent will be 
instructed accordingly. 
It may not be entirely unnecessary to add that the Indians are not 
furnished. by this department with any kind of arms, weapons, imple-
ments or means of warfare, nor are the traders who are licensed to trade 
among them permitted to sell, barter, trade, or otherwise furnish such 
t hingR to the Indians. This office has persistently refused to furnish 
the authorized uniformed police with long-ran~e rifles, thoug.IJ often 
n rged to do so by some of the Indian agents as necessary for the 
efficien.t equipment of the Indian police for~e; but nothing more for-
midable has heretofore been furnished for their use than ordinary police 
revolvers and ammunition suitable therefor. 
No complaints of misuse of '"eapons by the Indian police come to 
tbi8 office. The Indians generally, however, seem to have ample oppor· 
tunities for procuring all the most improved firearms and fixed ammu-
nition they have desire and means to possess. All that appears neces-
sarv is for the Indian to cross the outer boundaries of his reservation 
into the arljoining States and Territories to finu tradesmen in the towns 
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near Yillages anu settlements, who are only too ready and willing to sell 
them such things. When dispos~essed of the arms they now have 
there is nothing to prevent them from procuring others in the same way 
and from same sources with present means, or as soon as they are able 
to buy them. There is no law prohibiting tile sale of such things to In-
dians except within any district or country occupied hy uncivilized or 
hostile Indians, as provided in sections 467 and 2136 of the Revised 
·Statutes, which are as follows: 
REC. 467. The Secretary of the Interior shall adopt such rules as may be necessary 
to probiuit. the sale of arms or ammunition within any distriCt or country occupied 
hy uucivilized or hostile Indians, and shall enforce the same. 
SEC. 2186. If any trader, his agent, or any person acting for or under him, shall 
sell any arms or ammunition at his trading post or other plaoe within any district or 
country occupied by uncivilized or hostile Indians, contrary to lihe rules and regula.-
1 ions of tho Secreta.r.r of the Interior, such trader shall forfeit his right to trade with 
the Indians, and the Secretary shall exclude such trader, and the agent, or other per-
son so ofrentling, from the dh;trict or country so occupied. 
When hostilities existed among the Indians of tbe Northwest in 1876, 
CongTess passed a joint resolution iu the folio wing words: 
Whereas it iA ascertained that the hostile Indians of the Northwest are largl'ly 
equipped with arms which rec1uire special metallic cartridges, and that such special 
ammunition is in large parts supplied to such hostile Indians directly or indirectly 
through trader::; aud others in the Indian conn try: Therefore 
Resoll'ed, by the Senate and House of Reptesentatives of the United States of Arnm·ica in 
Co1l!J1"Css as8embled, 'l'bat the Presideut of the United States is hereby authorized aud 
req nested to take r-;uch measures as in his judgment may he necessary to prevent such 
special metallic ammunition being cmweyed to such hostile Imlians, and is further 
authorized to cfeclare the same contraband of war in such district or country as he 
may designate, during the contin mtnce of hos~ilities. (19 Stats., 216.) 
Approved, Augv.st 5, 1876. 
It is not considered that any law against the sale of arms and ammu-
nition to Indians outside of reservations would be e:ffective unless the 
penahy be by fine and imprisonment. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
The SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
R. v. BELT, 
Acting Commissioner. 
PIERRE, S. DAK., May 29, 1890. 
DEAR SIR: The information has come to me, confidentially, through a source that 
I have coufirlence in tha.t the Sioux Indians or a portion of them are secretly plan-
ning and arranging for an outbreak in the near future, and probably though several 
weeks or months oft'. 
I do not wish to cause any unduf\ action iu alarm. but must suggest the advisability 
of keeping a carefnl watch on the different bands and using conservative judgment 
abont allowing any of them to leave their respective agencies. 
Yours, respectfully, 
CHAS. L. HYDE. 
Secretary NoBLE, Washington, D. 0. 
DEPA RT.MENT oF TrrE INTERIOR, o}, FicE oF INDIAN Al!'FAIRs, 
Washington, June 7, 1890. 
Sm: I have the honor to return herewith letter of Charles L. Hyde, South Dakota, 
dated .May 29, 1890, reporting fears of an outbreak among the Sioux, ihviting your 
attention to the inclosed copy of a letter this day addressed to the several Sioux 
agents, viz, Standing Rock, Cheyenne River, Crow Creek and Lower Brule, Rosebud 
and Pine Ridgl', directing them to take prompt measure& to a.scertain whether there 
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is all~' gronn(l for the npprehension expressed~ and to rC'pott the nsult of their investi-
gation to this oftice. 
I would respectfully submit whether it would not be well to furnish the War De-
partment with a copy of Mr. Hyde's letter and of my letter to the Sioux agents for 
the information of tbe militar~' authorities. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
The SECRETARY OJ<' TJil<~ INTERIOH. 
R. V. BELT, 
Acti119 Commissioner. 
DEPAHTMENT Ol!' THE INTERIOH 1 OFFICE OJ<' INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Tras/iinqton, June 7, lbUO. 
SIR I inclose herewith copy of a letter dated Ma~· 29, lrl90, from ('harles L. Ily(lP, 
of Pierre, S.Dak., stating that he ll3s private hJformat.ion that the Sioux In(lianR, or 
a portion of them, are secretly planning and arranging for an outbreak in the llC'ar 
future (probably "·ithin a few weeks or months), and advising that a careful watch 
be kept over the different bands, and wise disctetion nse<l in permitting Indians to 
leave theh' respective agencies. 
Yon will take prompt measnrcs to ascertain whether there is any grouud fur this 
apprelJcnsiou, and report the rPsnlt ofyonr inYestigations to this Offic<'. 
Very respectfully, 
JAMES :McLAUGHLIN, Es11-. 
R. v. BELT, 
Acting Commissioner. 
D. S. Indian Agfnt, Sta11ding Rock Agenc!J, .Fort Yates, N. Dak. 
(Copies of this letter to all Sioux agents.) 
MEAD COUNTY, S. DAK., Septentber 26, lt:l90. 
\Ve, the undersigned setHers of ea"teru Mead County, S. Dak, aml United States 
of America, do hereby a~k in humble prayer for military protecti•n dming t.l1e trou-
ble on t.he opening reservation against the Sioux Indians. 
Indians residing in villages along the Cheyenne River from the forks down to 
Cherry Creek: Chiefs Spotted Elk or Big Foot, Bare Eagle, and Red Skirt, and three 
bands. 
\Ve ask in most humble prayer, and further demand that we have protection of onr 
li vcs a·nu our cllildren's, and our homes and our property. 
ELBERT JONES. 
PETER QUINN. 
J. W. HICKS. 
J. B. HICKS. 
• JOHN TARlNNEY. 
JOliN KRANCH. 
S. T. BENT. 
PASHELA TICOSCUE. 
A. '1'. CULBERTSON. 
J. W. DUVALL. 
PETE LEMLEY . 
PETER DUNN. 
JOHN DUNN. 
I, Thomas Comell, living at the forks of the Skiam IUver, being personally known 
to the above-named citizens, I do certify that they are farmers, not ranchers, in this 
vicinity; squatters, not freeholders. Land not open for settlement. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
Cheyenne Rit·et· Agency, S. Dak., Octobtt' 11, 1H90. 
Sm: I have the honor to report that a number of Indians living along the Chey-
enne River and known as Bigfoot's Band are becf)ming very much excited about the 
coming of a messiah. My police have been unable to prevent them from holding what 
they call ghost dances. These Indians are becoming very hostile to the police. 
Some of the police have resigned. Information has been received here that the same 
excitement exists at other agencies. 
Nearly all of these Indians are in possession of Winchester rifles, and the police say 
they are afraid of them, being armed only with revolvers. 
The Christian Indians are all quiet and well behaved. 
Requesting instructions ir! regard to this matter, 
I remain, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Hon. '1'. J. MORGAN, 
Commissioner Indian Affait·s, Washington, D. C. 
PEIUAN P. PAL1\1EH, 
United States Indian Agent, 
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UNITED STATES INDIAN SimVICE, OFFICE OF INDIAN AGENT, 
Pine Ridge Agency, 8. Dak., Octobe1· 12, 18~0. 
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SIR. I have the honor of replying to your letter marked L 30046-1890, dated Octo-
ber 3, 1890, referring to our Indians participating in certain religions exercises lmown 
as the ''ghost dance.'' 
In assuming charge of this agency I did so under embarrassing circumstances. I 
feel that my administration will be baflly handicapped owing t-, the sad mess into 
which' affairs have gotten here. These g!Jost dances have assnmecl such proportions 
that they become very serious. They can not result in anything good, on the con-
trary, they are sure to do harm, not only to the Indians, but also to the service. I 
l1ave been carefully investigating the matter and find I have an el,.pbant on my 
bauds. I have been earnestly eudea.voring to solve t.he problem ns to which would 
he the better conr.se to break it up. The mistake was ma<lo by not nipping it iu the 
bud four months ago when it was in its infancy. They have been permitted to con-
tinue in these foolish and harmfnl practices until they are entirely beyond the con-
trol of the police. As yet I have taken no definite action in the matter, my objeet 
being to thoroughly acquaint myself with the situat,ion, so ~hat I could act intelli-
gently and wisely when I did make a move. 
In my judgment there are but two ways to settle it: (l) The course tllat I am now 
pursuing is to use every effort possible and bring every influence to bear upon tho 
ehiefs to get them to pnll out of the thing, which would stop it; (2) if persuasive 
measures fail, then force them to obey by using tho military. I Yery much dislike 1 be 
hlea of bringing tbe military here, as it would likely prejudice many of the Indians 
against me during my entire administration, thereby destroying what good I might 
be able to do under other circumstances. 
I intend to ::tct very cautiously until I am convinced that it can not be suppressPd 
without. the military, am1 then I trust I will have the 1Jearty cooperation of the De-
partment. 
It is useless for me to undertake to describe the foolish manner in which they con-
duct themselves during th6se dances. I can only say it injures them physically, 
mentally, and morally, and undoes all the Department has done for them in the past. 
Wl1:.1t makes the situation so serious is that every Indian on the reservation is armed 
with a Winchester rifle, and when they are requested to stop thesedanceH they strip 
themselves and are ready to fight. Why any Indian on the reservation is permitte(l 
to have a gnn I am not informed. They certainly have no nse for them except to en-
danger the lives of those who try to suppress them in some wrongdoing. If it were 
uot for this fact alone, we would not have any trouble in controlling them with the 
police. 
I am satisfied that over half of our Indians have joined the dance and many more 
will follow. Over 600 were seen last week in one circle dancing, and they kept it 
np for nearly a week, and I am informed tllat after the next beef issue they are going 
to have the largest dance ofthe season. I am here to carry out your orders as far 
as I am able to do so, and I shall do my utmost to handle these people to bring about 
tho best results, but in doing so I have one request to make: Give me a good police 
force to back me up. Thito being the largest agency, and llaving tho hardest lot of 
Indians to handle, I feel that Jam justified in making the request that the police 
force be increased to its former number-50. The additional expense would be small 
compared to the ben<'fit tlle service would derive from it. The police llero have not 
heen properly backed by my predecessor and are disheartened and discouraged. They 
feel that they haYe lost their power and influence with the Indians. Their guns are 
iu Lad condition, many of them almost us~less; they have been in use for many years 
and would be of little service bad they occasion to use them. If they could be ex-
changed for new Winchesters it would cheer the police up and give them new life and 
energy. They need encouragement badly; they are brave, true men, and their 
only desire is success, but they have lost tha.t courage they would haYe were they 
propel'ly bncked up by their agent. The police force is the agent's only protection, 
and upon them largely depends his success or failure. I trust you will consider this 
matter favorably and permit me to increase the number to 50, and that you will per-
mit me to exchange the 4 I gnns they now have for new ones, and by so doing I think 
we can make 011r administratiOn such that it will not only be creditable to t.he serv-
ice but to myself as wen. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. 1'~ J. MoRGAN, 
D. F. ROYER, 
United States lndian Agent. 
Cornmiss'ioner of Iu.dian A:ffairs, Washington, D. C. 
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DEPARTJ\'IEXT OF THE INTimiOR, OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, October 18, 1890. 
Sin: I an1 in receipt of your lef,ter dated October 12, 1890, in response to office let-
tl'r of October:~, 1890, in which you state that the" ghost dances" of the Indians of 
your agency have assnmell such proportions that the harm likely to result therefrom, 
both to the Indians and to discipline at the agency, bas hecome a sedons matter; 
that you lJa\'e been endeavoring to persuade the chiefs to stop the dances, and t.hat 
if ron should fail in remNlying the evil by that method military aid will, in your 
opinion, be necessary for that purpose. You express the hope that you will have the 
hearty co-operation of this office in the event of your asking for military assistance. 
In reply, I have to say tllat I am satisfied that the minds of th13 IndianH have been 
wrought up to a high degree of excitement by the superstitious practice referred to, 
mHl that tlw subject. requires prompt and careful action. I agree with you, however, 
1 hat t,he presence of a military force at the agency to assist you in pntting a stop to 
1bcse dances would l.Je likely to prejudic.e many of the Indians against yon an<l possi-
hly destroy your influence for good among them, and I do not think it would b11 wise 
to call upon the military nuless r;nch force is imperatively demanded. 
I approve of your course in using persuasions with the chiefs, and think you had 
better contiuno in that direction. 
Major GenemlMiles, commander of the military division in which your agency is 
situated, and also chairman of the Commission recently appointed to negotiate with 
the Northern Clle~· ennes, will shortly visit your agency, probably arriving there tbe 
latter part of next week. I would suggest that yon consult with him and fully ex-
plain the sitnation and ask his advice ns to the wisdom of calling troops to your aid 
in case you do not succeed in suppressing the evil through the chiefR. I am sure that 
General Miles's adYice would be of value to yon, and it would thert!fore be well to 
have a full and free discussion of the matter with him. 
Yon will keep this office fully advised of the situation, either by telegraph or mail, 
as circumstances may require. 
Very respect fully, 
DANiEL P. ROYER, Esq., 
R. V. BELT, 
Acting Commissioner. 
United States Indian Agent, Pine Ridge Agency, S. Dak. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 0l!'FICE 01!' INDIAN Al!'FAIRS, 
Washington, October 20, 189(1, 
SIR: I am in receipt of your letter dated October 11, 1890, in which you state that 
some of your Indians are becomi.ng very much excited about t.he coming of aMes-
siah, that your police have been unablt! to prevent them from holding ''ghost dances," 
and that the India~s are nearly all armed with Winchester rifles and are becoming 
bdstile. 
You ask instructions in the premises. 
In reply~ I have to say that I am officially informed that the same state of excite-
ment exists among the Indians of Pine Ridge Agency; and the Indians of several 
other agencies are doubtless to some degree affected in this manner. 
Under date of the 18th inst. the agent at Pine Ridge Agency was instructed to 
use all proper means to avert any trouble with his Indians, and to act discreetly in 
the matter, with a view to avoiding the neeessity of ~ecuring military aid to enforce 
discipline among the Indians, etc. 
The same instructions are applicable to your agency, and you will be governed ac-
cordingly. 
You will not do anything which will have a tendency to bring your police into con-
flict, with the participants in said "ghost dances," or to further excite the Indians, 
nnless yon sllould deem the same necessary to secure the personal safety of yourself 
or othE>ra. 
If yon should find the temper of the Indians to be such as to threaten an outbreak, 
~-on will advise this office thereof by telegraph, and prompt steps will be taken to 
obtain military aid to preserve the peace and enforce discipline. 
Very respectfully, 
R. v. BELT, 
P. P. PALMER, Esq., 
· Acting CommisiJioner. 
United 8tatrs Indian Agent, Cheyenne River Agency, Ji'ort Bennet, S.Dak. 
P. S.-Exert yonr efforts tosccnre the influence of the chiefs and leading men of t.he 
l~an<ls nn<ler yonr charge to restrain the Indtans and to get them tv break awa.y from 
those who are encouraging the" ghost dances." 
R. V. BELT . 
.Acting Commissioner. 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OFFICE OF INDIAN AFI<'AIRS, 
Washington, October 24, 1890. 
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SIR: Referring to office letter of June 7, 1890, informing you of instructions issued 
to the several Sioux agents to investigate basis of reported fears of an outbreak among 
the Sioux, and submitting whether it would not be well to advise the War Depart-
ment thereof, I have to f.olay that James McLaughlin, esg., Indian agent at Standing 
Rock Agency, by letter dated J uue 18, 1890 (copy herewith), replied to said instruc-
tions, stating that so far as the Indians of his agency were concerned there was noth-
ing in either their words or actions to justify the rumor referred to, but that there 
were a few malcontents there, as well as at all the other Sioux agencies, the removal 
of whose leaders, such as Sitting Bull, Circling Bear, Black Bird, and Circling Hawk, 
of Standing Rock Agency; Spotted Elk and his lieutenants, of Cheyenne River 
Agency; Crow Dog and Low Dog, of Rosebud Agency; and any of like ilk of Pine 
Ridge Agency, would end all trouble or uneasiness in the future, etc. 
I am now in receipt of a report from Agent McLaughlin, dated the 17th instant 
(copy herewith), in which he refers to the above correspondence and states that there 
is now considerable excitement and some disaffection existing among certain Indians 
of his agency, and that while he does not believe the condition to be so alarming as 
to apprehend. any immediate uprising of the Indians, yet that he feels it his duty 
to report the present "craze" and excitement existing among the Sitting Bull faction 
of the Indians over the expected'' Indian millenium," the annihilation of the white 
men, etc .• which the Indian medicine men promise will take place not later than next 
spring, when the new grass begins to grow, and is known among the Sioux as" the 
return · of the ghosts." 
This superstition, the agent states, his Indians derived from the more southern 
Sioux agencies. 
The agent further states that Sitting Bull is hi~h priest and leading apostle of this 
latest Indian absurClity; that he is the chief miscnief maker at the agency, and that 
if he were not there said craze would not have obtained a foothold at the agency, 
and that there is no telling what he may not direct' his followers to do; also that he is 
bitterly opposed to surveys of the reservation; and that his removal aud that .of 
Circling Bear, Black Bird, and Circling Hawk from among their people will sooner or 
later be necessary. 
The agent states that Sitting Bull's influence as a disturbing element has been 
growing worse during the past year, which is partly to be accounted for by the pres-
ence of a lady from Brooklyn, Mrs. C. Weldon, who went to the agency in June, 1889, 
announcing herself as a member of Dr. T. A. Bland's Society, the Indian DefenAe 
Association, and opposed to the Indians mtifying the act of March ~, 1889, demand-
ing of the agent permission-which he refused-to pass through the Sioux Reserva-
tion to the Cheyenne .River Agency and to take Sitting Bull with her, the Sioux 
Commission being then engaged negotiating with the Indians of the southern Sioux 
agencies. This lady, the agent reports, bestowed numerous presents upon Sitting 
Bull, and after her departure kept up a correspondence with him until last spring, 
when she again returned and located outside of the reservation and about 25 miles 
from t.he agency. The agent states that Sitting Bull has been a frequent visitor to 
her house and has grown more insolent and worthless with every visit; her gifts 
enabling him to give frequent feasts and hold councils with the Indians, thus per-
petuating old customs, and in grafting with their superstitious nature this additional 
absurdit.y of the ''new Messiah" and ''return of the ghosts." 
The agent further reports that recently at the invitation of Sitting Bull, Kicking 
Bear, chief medicine man of the Cheyenne River Agency 'Indians, with six others vis-
ited Sitting Bull's camp to have a ghost dance ; that Sitting Bull used threatening 
language to some of the police on this occasion, and though it seems the visitors 
finally departed in obedience to the repeated commands of the police, it is reported 
that l:he dancing still continues. Tho agent recommends that Sitting Bull and the 
others named in his letter of J nne 18 last be removed some time during the coming 
winter and confined in some military prison some distance from the Sioux country, 
Dr. T. A. Bland, of this city, under date of August 23, 1890, addressed a letter to 
this office, in w hicb be stated that be had recei,ved a letter from ''a correspondent" in-
forming him that Sitting Bull desired to ask him if any order had been given to Agent 
McLaughlin which contained a threat of any sort against Indians who decline to 
have their lands surveyed and set off to them, etc. 
Dr. Bland's letter is referred to as showing a possible connection between Dr. BJarHl 
and the very objectionable conductofMrs. Weldon, as reported by Agent McLaughlin. 
This office has been recently advised by the agents at Pine Ridge and Cheyenne 
River Agencies, South Dakota, that considerable if not dangerous excitement prevails 
at those agencies in connection with the ghost dances, and by letters of October 18 
and 20, 1890, addressed to those agents respectively, they were instructed to exercise 
great caution in the management of the Indians with a view to avoiding an out~reak, 
and if deemed necessary to call upon this office to secure military aid to prevent dis-
S.Ex.l-14 
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turbances, but before resorting to the latter step to endeavor to persuade the chiefs 
to exercise their influence to stop the dances. 
The excitement arising from said superstition is evidently widespread and must be 
repressed iu some manner, although I deem it advisable to move in the matter with 
caution. After a full consideration of the matter I believe it wise that Agent 
.McLaughlin's recommendation for the removal and imprisonment of said Sitting 
Bull, Circli~ near, Black Bird, and Circling Hawk in some military prison distant 
from sai-d resetv-at.ion be complied with, and I therefore recommend that the matter 
be submitted to the honorable Secretary of War with the request that he will cause 
the propPr military authorities to arrest the In(1ians named, to wH: Sitting Bull, 
Circling Bear, Black Bird, and Circling Hawk, at such time as upon investigation 
they may think Lest, and to confine them in a military prison as indicated until such 
time as their presence on the reservation may not be deemed dangerous to the peace 
of the Indians. 
It is also recommended that the honorable Secretary of War be requested to in-
struct the proper military authorities to be on the alert with a view to discoveriug 
any suspicious movements of the Indians of any of the Sioux agencies m Sout.h 
Dakota in order that they may be prepared to meet any possible emergency. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
The SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
H.. V.BELT, 
Acting Com·missioner. 
FORT WASHAKIE, WYO., October 27, 1890. 
SIR: The letterof Maj. Guy V. Henry, Ninth Cavalry, referring to reported doings 
>Of an Indian "Christ," anti excitement caused by him among different Indian tribes, 
and referred to me by your indorsement of the 18th instant, was received by me just 
as I was leaving my post to look for log timber in the mountains. I was absent three 
·days on this trip, which will account for the delay in making this report. A band of 
•Cheyennes from Pine Ridge Agency were here a few months ago visiting the Arapa-
hoes. Last month Red Cloud, with a small party of men, women, and children, was 
:here for a few days. He was apparently ill, and came here, he said, to use the water 
·Of the medicinal hot spring near the post. No Sioux or Cheyennes have, so far as I 
.can learn, visited the Shoshones Juring the last year; but this remark would not, 
perhaps~ apply to the Arapahoes, who may have received such visits. I can learn 
more of the affairs of the Shoshones t.han of the Arapahoes. There seems to be no 
unusual excitement in either tribe, although emissaries of the Indian "Christ" have 
been among them; but.not, I think, recently. This Indian '' Chnst" is, I am led to 
beheve, one Bannack Jim, a Mormon, and it is not unreasonable to suppose that his 
attempts to stir up strife have been instigated by Mormons. Bannack Jim is, I be-
lieve, at the Lemhi or tho Fort Hall Agency. 
I am, very respectfully, your obedient serva.nt, 
AsSISTANT ADJUTANT-GENERAL, 
Department of the Platte, Omaha, Nebr. 
E. R. KELLOGG, 
Comrnanding Post. 
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE PLA'ITE1 
Omaha, Neb1·., November 2, 18YO. 
Official oopy respectfully forwarded to the assistant adjutant-general, division of 
the Missouri, for the information of the major general commanding the division. 
The letter of Major Henry, referred to, was retained at Fort Washakie1 but has 
been called for and will be forwarded on its receipt here. 
[First indorsement.] 
JOHN R. BRO•)KE, 
B1·igadier- General, Commanding. 
HEADQUARTERS DIVISION 01<' THE MISSOURI, 
ASSISTANT ADJUTANT-GENERAL'S 01<'FICE, 
Chicago, Novembe-r 4, 1890. 
Respectfully forwarded to the Adjutant-General of the Army. 
H. C. COHBIN, 
Assistant Adjutant-General, in the absence of the Di'rision Commander. 
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SIR: I have the honor to report that tho principal leaders in what is called the 
ghost dance, viz, Big Foot and Hump, were sent for and brought to the agency and 
personally interviflwed by the agent. Big Foot talked freely in regard to the ghost 
dance, claiming that he was only leading or advising with a view to thoroughly in-
vestigate the matters, bnt that his people had been told that the presence of the 
whites is all that has prevented the Messiah from coming. It was e~plained to him 
that a class of whites who have believed in the coming of Christ very much as the 
Indians do, have been disappointed a nmnber of times, and in all probability t.he 
Indians will be disappointed now. 
Big Foot appeared friendly, and talked of other matters which interests him and 
his followers; said that Lhe reservation lines were not where the commissioners told 
the Indians they would be, but are many miles east, making the reservation very 
small, but that his band did not care for the lines and would destroy all the marks. 
Hump was sullen and had nothing to say. He is one of Big Foot's banu who signed 
1·he Sioux bill, and by so doing lost his influence with the Indians of that band. He 
was given a position as district farmer by the former agent, and attempted to regain 
his original standing by giving the Indians permission to disobey the rules of the 
agency. This caused a clash between the Indian court and himself, in many ways 
causing trouble, and on being informed that he had no such authority he resigned 
his position and sought to be a leader in the ghost dance. In this he has succeeded, 
and in the opinion of the agent he is the most dangerous character on this agency. 
His influence can be removed only by removing him. It is the opinion of the agent 
that the best means of preventing an outbreak among the Indians would be to take 
these leaders entirely out of the reach of their followers. With their influence gone 
the Christian and well-disposed Indians would not be intimidated. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
The Co~IMISSIONER Ol!' INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, D. C. 
PERIAN P. PALMER, 
United States Indian Agent. 
DEPARTMENT 01!' THE INTERIOR, OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, October 29, 1890. 
SIR: Referring to office report dated October )!4, 1800, relative to ghost dances 
among the Indians of Standing Rock and other Sionx agencies, and recommending 
that the honorable Secretary of War be re11 nested to take steps with a view to pre-
venting trouble therefrom, I herewith transmit for your information copy of a letter 
of the 25th instant, from P. P. Palmer, esq., agent at Che':"enne River Agency, S. 
Dak., reporting that his police have been unable to prevent the Indians from hold-
ing ghost dances; that the temper of the Indians is very threatening, and that the 
friendly Indians of the agency anticipate a,n outbreak among the hostile Indians. I 
inclose herewith copy of a letter this day addre8sed to Agent Palmer upon the sub-
ject, and of one to Agent McLaughlin. 
Very respectfully, 
'fhe SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
R. V. BELT, 
Acting Commissioner. 
DEPARTMENT 01!' THE INTERIOR, 0J<'l!'ICE OF INDIAN Al!'l!'AIHS, 
Washington, October 29, 1890. 
SIR: Your report of October 17, 1890, concerning the present attitude of some of the 
Sioux Indians on the Standing Rock Reservation has been submitted to the honorable 
Secretary of the Interior, who directs me to instruct you to inform Sitting Bull and 
the other Indians named hy yon as engaged in encouraging the ghost dance and other 
like demoralizing conduct, and inciting and fomenting dissatisfaction and discontent 
among the peaceably disposed Indians, that he is greatly displeased with their con-
duct and that he will hold Sitting Bull to a strict personal accountability for the 
misconduct, acts of violence, or any threats, actions, or movements to which any of 
the Sioux Indians may be guided, inf)_uenced, or encouraged by hilll or as the result 
of his bad advice and evil counsels ; that any misconduct by him personally or by 
othe:rs through his incitement or encouragement will be visited by severe punishment. 
And iurther, that he must at once show his good intentions and his submission to the 
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authority of the Department and its agent by prompt obedience to and compliance 
with all regulations of the Indian service and by doing all in his power to restrain 
any of the Sioux Indians who may be disposed to acts of disobedience or violence, 
threats, etc., and that he should exert whatever influence he may have over any of 
the Indians to turn their backs upon the medicine men who are seeking to divert the 
Indians from the wavs of civilization. 
Very respectfuully, 
JAMES McLAUGIILIN, Esq., 
R. V. BELT, 
Acting Comntissioner. 
United States Indian Agent, Standing Rock Agency, N. Dale. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, OFFICE OF INDIAN AGENT, 
Pine Ridge Agency, S. Dale., October 30, 1890. 
SIR: Referring to office letter L 32120, 1890, under date of October 18, 1890, I have 
the honor to report the following relative to the ghost dances on this agency. 
As directed in your letter I consulted with Major-General Miles, and explained 
fully to him the si,tnation of these people in connection with this ghost dance, and 
the general is of the opinion that it will in course of time die out. 
The day following that upon which I talked with the general upon the subject of 
ghost dance the Indians in council assembled and informed him that they did not in-
tend to give it up, and that they wanted their agent to write to the Great Father and 
tell him that they would not give it up. To this the general answered, giving the 
Indians good advice as to what would be best for them, and insisting that they give 
up and stop the manner of dancing known as the ghost dauce. 
As I understand it, I was sent here to advance these people as fast as possible on 
the road to self-support and to suppress, as far as it is in my power, any inclination 
on their part toward taking backward steps. The membership of this ghost dance 
is growing steadily each day, and at tllis time over half or nearly two-thirds of the 
Indians on this reserve are strong supporters of it. 
Some of the disadvantages originating from this ghost-dance are, that the believers 
in it uefy the law, threaten the police, take their children out of school (day schools 
principally); and if the police are sent after the childrtm they simply stand ready to 
fight before they will give them up. When an Indian violates any law the first thing 
he does is to join the ghost dance, and then he feels safe to defy the police, the ;aw, 
and the agent. 
Some of the leading chiefs are still standing by me and doing all they can to weaken 
the influence of the dancers and get some of the members to pull out of it. American 
Horse, Young-man-afraid-of-his-~orses, St~nding Soldier, Blue Horse, Fast Thunder, 
ancl Spotted Horse are the promment chiefs that are doing all they can to stop this 
most heathenish practice among their people, and are takink my advice in all matters. 
Red Cloud, Little Wound, Big Road, and their entire following of about 350 or 400 
bucks, are the main leaders, and while Red Cloud is not a prominent man in the 
dance he is quietly encouraging his people to keep it going. Little Wound a few 
days ago while in council told me he did not intend to ~top his people, but, on the 
other hand, he wanted them to continue in this dance and be Indians again as they 
once were, and that he was making arrangements to have some of his friend'3 from 
another district to come and join his party to spend several days in dancing and 
feastil\g, and I am informed that he did get up the party and have the dance. Yonr 
Department has been informed of t.he damage resulting from these dances and of the 
danger attending them, of the crazy Indians doing serious damage to others, and the 
different agencies, I suppose, report about the same, but I have carefully stud-
iecl the matter for nearly six weeks and havo brought all the persuasion through the 
chiefs to hear on the leaders that was possible, but without effect, and the only rem-
edy for this matter is the use of the military, and until this is done you ''eed not 
expect any progress from these people; ou the other hand, you will be made to realize 
that they are tearing down more in a day than the Government can build up in a 
month. 
Capt. George Sword, who has been on the police force of this agency for nearly 
twelv·e Y•'ars, tells me that he has never seen these Indians worked up to such;~. 
pitch of excitement, and has never felt such uneasiness himself as he has since this 
ghost dance started. 
American Horse, acknowledged to be one of the smartest Indians on this ret;erve 
(js quite an old m<m), told me a few nights ago that if this matter was 110t suppressed 
that it would rusult in the killing of some of the white people by some of these 
ghost dancers, who are in a cra~y fi.t of excitement over the coming of .the new Mes· 
.Ria.h. 
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He str.ted that lle had been on the '"arpath llimself aml knew wllat war was, and 
when the time came he would enlist himself aud his fifty follow~rs in defenbe of the 
Great Father's order, aud what was right and best for the Indians, and tllat in a mo-
ment's warning be wonld be ready to stand by the agent and the Department. 
Young-man-afraid-of-his-llorses, one of the leading old chiefs here. who I have 
persuaded to give up the dance, is trying har<l to get his people to quit such foolish 
practices, says that if it is allowed to go on the worst results may be expected, that 
he has never seen such a foolish craze among the Indians in all his life. 
All of the three Iudians named are of the opinion that it will take military about six 
or seven hundred strong to snppress this dance, and that the Indians will surrender as 
soon as the military comes upon the ground. I am sure that in justice to the Indians 
that tlley are trying to do what is right and obeying the orders ofyonr Department, 
bnt some action sllould be taken to break up this ghost dance. 
It is very demoralizing to those out of the dance to be hazed an<l made fun of by 
those who are into it, and this will in time get some of our best men to join it. 
It is useless to write more on this subject, as the matter has resolved into one of 
two things, that is if the ghost dance is stopped there is some hope for these Indians, 
and if it is not stopped these people will go backward until they reach the savage 
mark of the sixties. . 
I submit this report for your consideration and action, and will stand ready to 
carry out any order you may feel the case warrants you to issue. 
Very respectfully, 
Ffon. R. V. BELT, 
D. F. ROYER, 
United States Indian Agent. 
Acting Contmissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, Novernbm· ~. 1890. 
SIR: I have the honor to submit for your information the following copy of a letter 
dated at Pine Ridge Agency, S.Dak., November 28, 1890, addressed to this office and 
just received, from A. T. Lea, special United States Indian agent: 
"As there are many stories afloat and being transmitted to the Interior Department 
from this agency in regard to the present troubles, assignmg as a cause the suffering 
of the Indians for want of foou, I thought the Department woulu not consider it pre-
sumptuous on my part to volunteer a brief statement of the facts as I have found them 
to exist in regard to their snbAistence. In the first place the Department. is fully 
aware of the nature of my work, which takes me into each house and habitation oc-
cupied by the Indians, thus giving me a splendid opportunity to make observations, 
. and I assure you I have not been slow to do so, especially as to how the Indians live 
and what they live tm; and I say now that I ·have yet to see the first family on Pine 
Ridge Reservation that showed the least sign of suffering from want of food. In orde1· 
to ascertain what they subsist upon and what they rely upon for subsistence, I ask 
the questions, what means of support have yon beside your rations~ If the answer 
should be "none," I then ask, are the rations you draw from the Government suffi-
eient for your subsistence, and I have never had a family to complain and say no. 
And not in the first single instance has au Indian who is reliable and intelligent com-
plained to me of suffering among their people. It has only been a few weeks since one 
mixed-blood woman, having six in her family, told me that they had all the provis-
ions that they could use, and that if tlle people generally would take care of their 
rations in a careful manner, as she did, they would really have more than they could 
use. 
"Now as to their habit of cooking and eating. When they get up in the morning a 
pot is put over the fire and filled with meat. As soon as it is cooked enough to eat 
all who are present begin eating and never stop until so full that they can eat no 
longer. When the meat is cleaned out of the pot it is refilled, and as often as they 
feel like it they eat. Every neighbor or friend who calls in has a large dish of meat 
set before he or she, which is invariably eaten. The coffee pot rarely gets cold. \Vitll 
their meat they invariably have bread of some kind. Those who are the most glut-
tonous in their natures eat up their rations oft~n a day or two before issue tlay, but 
they never go hungry. They know who the most provident are, and live off of t.hem 
until rations day. 
"Now, when I know these facts so well, I assert tllat in my jndgment hunger has 
nothing to do with the present trouble upon Piue Ridge Reservation. It looks to me, 
viewing t.he question in an impartial light, that tlw whole trouble has been brought 
on by the old bucks, who become restless, partly from idlenes~, partly from a desire 
to regain their influence over the people, and partly from undue infl nence of designing 
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whites, but largely from inexplicable causes. (Parenthetically, I might add, pur6 
cussedness.) The main leaders in the present trouble are men who have been recog-
nized ~ts big chiefs in days gone by, but not so recognized now. Yet they think they 
see in this movement an opportunity to regain their lost titles. 
"The Indians, half-breeds, and squaw men upon this reservation own many hun-
dred head of cattle, which would be mercilessly slaughtered if hunger was the cause 
of the trouble. As it is, rarely a cow brute is s1aughtered without the consent of the 
ag-ent and the animal killed proved to be incapable of reproduction." 
Special Agent Lea was appointed for and is engaged under a provision in the act 
making appropriation for the Indian service for the year ending June 30,1890, which 
provides-
" That the Secretary of the Interior shall cause a census of the Sioux tribe of In-
dians to be carefully taken by a special agent, to be appointed for such purpose, with 
a view of ascertaining how many of them are able to support themselves, and, in 
ascertaining this fact, their physical capacity to work the land owned or occupied by 
them, either individually or collectively; the value of the land (its nearness to mar-
ket and general productiveness shall be considered), and such other facts and circum-
stances as will md Congress in determining how many of such IndiaQs are capable of 
self-support: And provided jurtlle1·, That the expenses incident to the taking of such 
census shall be paid from the money hereby appropriated." (25 Stats., 992.) 
In the performance of this rl.nty required of him under this law he is compelled to 
visit every habitation of whatever character it may be, occupied by any of the In-
dian families upon the reservatwn, and to see every Indian. It was in pursuance of 
this work that the discovery was first made that rations were being issued to ovec 
two thousand Indians more than were actually present on the Rosebud Reservation. 
Special Agent Lea has been en~aged for some months past in the duties assigned him 
among the Indians of the Pine Ridge Agency. He bas had special facilities and op-
})Ortunities for observing and learning the exact condition of the Pine H.idge Sionx 
India11s, and I am satisfied that his report has not been made without a full knowl-
edge of the facts stated by him, and a clear conviction of duty that the Department 
shonl<l be properly informed of their situation. I think he is better informed. on this 
subject than the military officers, who only see the Indians as they are gathered in 
camps around the agency away from their homes, and. his statements are entitled to 
the tnllest weight and credit. They confirm the position that bas heretofore lteen as-
serted by this office that t.hese Indians were not in a starving condition, though many 
of them suffer from hunger more from their improvident habits than from any lack of 
sufficient food. 
Very respectfully, yonr obedient servant, 
The SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
R. v. BELT, 
.Acting · Commissioner. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
Rosebud Agency, S. Dak., Novembe1· 2, 1890. 
Sm: I deem it my duty to call the attention of the Department to the extremely 
disaffected and troublesome state of a portion of the Indians on this and other Sioux 
agencies. 
The coming new mder of things as preached to this people during the past seven 
months is the return to enrth of their forefathers, the buffalo, elk, and. all other game, 
the complete restoration of their ancient habits, customs, and power, and the annihi-
lation of the white man. This movement, which some three weeks ago it was sup-
posed had been completely abandoned, while not so openly indulged in, is continually 
gaining new adherents, and they are daily becoming more threatening and defiant of 
the authorities. 
This latter phase of the case may in a measure be attributed to the scant supply of 
rations, to which my attention has been .almost daily called by the Indians, and es-
pecially to the reduction in the quantity of beef as compared to the issue of former 
years. They kill cows and oxen issued to them for breeding and working purposes, 
make no secret of doing so, and openly defy arrest. They say that the cattle were 
issued to them by the Great Father and it is their right to do as they please with 
them. This evil is increasing daily and if not checked there will be but very few of 
this class of stock left on the reservation by spring. During the past week it is re-
ported to me that two Indians iu the H.ed Leaf Camp on Black White Creek had 
killed their cows for a feast at the ghost dance. I sent a policeman to bring them 
in ; they refused to come. 
The following day I sent two officers and eight policemen, and they returned with-
out the men, reporting that after they arrived at the camp they were surrounded by 
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seveuty-five or more Indians, well armed and with plcnt.y of ammunition, and they 
unanimously agreed that an attempt to arrest the offenders would have resulted in 
death to the entire posse. On Friday I sent the chief of police, with an interpreter, 
to explain matters and endeavor to bring the men in. They positively refused to 
come, and the chief of police reports that the matter is beyond the control of tbe 
police. This is one case which could Le repeated indefinitely by attempting the arrest 
of parties guilty of the same offense. 
The religious excitement aggravated Ly almost starvation is bearing fruits fn tlli~:> 
state of insubordination; Indians say they had better die fighting than to die a slow 
death of starvatior: .. and as the new religion promises their return to earth, at tho 
coming of the millenninm. they have no great fear of death. To one not accustomed 
to the Indians, it is a hard matter to believe the confident assurance with which they 
look forward to the fulfillment of their Prophet's promise. 
The time first set for the mauguration of the new era was next spring, bnt I am 
reliably informed that it has since and only lately been advanced to the new moon 
after the next one, or about December 11. 
The indications are unmistakable; these Indians have within the past three weeks 
traded horses and everything else they could trade for arms and ammunition, and a.ll 
the cash they become possessed of was spent in the same way. 
One of the traders here reports that Indians within the last few days have come 
to his store and offered to sell receipts for wood delivered at the agency, and for 
which no funds are on hand to pay them for one-third the value in cash. 'Vben 
asked what urgent necessity there -was for such a sacriii.ce of receipts for less thau 
their face value, they a.nswered that they wanted the cash to buy ammunition. 
These are some of the signs of the t.imes and strongly indicate the working of the 
Indian mind. 
To me, there appears to be but one remedy (and all here agree with me) unless 
the old order of things (the Indians controlling the agency) is to be reestablished, 
and that is a sufficient force of troops t.o prevent the outbreak which is imminent, 
and which any one of a dozen unforseen causes may precipitate. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
The CoMMISSIONJm OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washi·ngton, D. C. 
LTelegram.] 
E. B. REYNOLDS, 
Special United Slates Indian Agent. 
FORT SULLY, S. DAK., Novernber 5, 1890. 
COMMISSIONER INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, D. C. : 
Temper of Indians unchanged; hope to be able to manage them if no new apostles 
come. Police doing good work. 
PALMER, Agent. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
Cheyenne River AgenmJ, S. Dak., Novetr~;be1· 6, \890. 
SIR: I have the honor to return herewith papers, prayers for military protection by 
Mettlers of Mead County, S. Dak., as per instructions contained in office letter 32741-
1890, October 31, 1890, with report of same. There is no doubt the settlers are some-
what alarmed at the action of the Indians and their excitement about the new Mes-
siah. and no doubt there is great need of extreme caution oa the part of the settlers. 
not to excite the Indians to any acts of violence. In the opinion of the agent, it 
might ue advisable to have a small detachment of troops sent here to show these· 
hostile Indians that the Department is watching their actions and will punish all 
offenders. This would no doubt stimulate the police with confidence, and quiet the· 
feeling of uneasiness among the Christian Indians. 
Most of the petitioners referred to as pi"aying for military protection are well known 
by some of the agency employes, are old settlers in this country, and are said to b8 
reliable men. ~one, hov•,·ever, are personally known by the agent. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
PERAIN P. PALMER, 
Hon. T. J. MORGAN, 
United State.s Indian Agent. 
Contmissimttrr of Indiart d.ffairSJ. 
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UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, OFFICE OF INDIAN AGENT, 
Pine Ridge Agency, S.Dak., Novembe1· i:l, 1890. 
SIR: I have the honor to submit the following relative to the ghost dancing now 
in 1wogress on this agency. 
It seems nQw that this ghost uance originated at the instance of Kicking Bear (a 
Cheyenne River Agency Indian) who visited this agency some time in the fore part 
of. August on a return trip from Utah in company with one Good Thunder (an 
Indian of this af?ency), they told the Indians that they had been up near Salt Lake 
City, Utah, to visit the new Messiah and that they were told by bim that be woulcl 
soon come to visit them bringing with him abundance of buffalo and other wild game, 
that a new earth would be formed and would pass just over this one burying the 
whites beneath and saving all the Indians that participate in the ghost dances. 
From this time on the Indians began to bold these dances and have kept it up ever 
since with remarkable success as to increasing membership. . 
'l'his ghost craze has grown since the first day of its introduction, and is growing to-
day. There are now four large organizations 011 this agency-one on the White Clay 
Creek, with about 600 members, nuder the management of Indians Torn Belly, His 
:Fight, Bear Bo11e, and Jack Red Cloud; one on Wounded Knee Creek, with about 
250 members, under the management of Big Road, Shell Boy, and Good Thunder; 
one on Porcupine Creek, with about L:iO members, under the management of Knife 
Chief, Iron Bird, and Whetstone; one on Medicine Root Creek, with about 500 
members, under the management of Little vVound, who is considered one of the 
most influential chiefs among the Sioux of this agency, and is the most stubborn, 
headstrong, self-willed, unruly Indian on the reservation. He has been ordained 
high priest over all the ghost dances, and in consequence of his elevated position he 
openly defies all law and orders issued by your office. During· the visit of the 
Cheyenne Commission a few weeks ago Little vVouncl spoke in council to General 
Miles and the commission on the subject of ghost danceES, and in the course of his 
talk be said it was the purpose of the Indians to keep the dances up as long as they 
pleased, and he wished what he had said taken clown and sent to the Great Father at 
Washington, and that he wanted his people to be Indians and live like Indians, and 
not try to live and act like white people; that the rules of the ghost dances, if 
strictly complied with, would in a short time accomplish the end he desired. 
It will be remembered that this Indian, Kicking Bear, is the man tha.t murdered in 
cold blood the chief clerk when this agency was located at Camp Robinson, Nebr., 
some time during the year of 1873. 
The killing of Frank E. Lewis (a school teacher) on April 4 last is believed by 
the Indians here to be the result o;f Kicking Bear's ghost dance schemes. 
Good Thunder is the Indian who, during the year of 1878, visited thA different Sioux 
reservations circulating the story that he had just returned from the Britil'lh possession 
where' the Queen told him that the United States Government was cheating the 
Indians out of their land and robbing them of their rights, and that if the Indians 
would come to the English Government that they would be protected and have 
plenty without cost, and could live in idleness, etc., thus persuading a large number 
of Indians from each agency to go with him up to the northern line of the United 
States and as a result they were compelled to kill their ponies and eat them to keep 
from starving to death. 
The Indiaps who are identified with this ghost dance and using every means to 
prevent the suppression of it are those who refused to sign the late Sioux bill, and 
have in the past fought every measure that tended towa.rds the civilization ot' the 
Indians. 
There are two factions among the Indians here, "the non-progressive" and t.he 
"progressive." The non-progessive, led by Little Wound and his followers (the ghost 
dancers), who have been and are now hostile to the Department's wishes, who harp 
in every coun.cil on the unfilled promises of the Government, defy the agent and his 
police against law and order. The progressive are those who have always stood by 
the agent and persisted in carrying out the orders of your Departme11t, made an 
effort towards farming and stock-raising, and signed the late Sioux bill. 
The ghost dance matter has resolved itself into just two propositicns; the first is, 
will the Government stop this most outrageous practice, and by so doing encoura~e 
and stimulate the good Indians to do what is right and bring back those that will 
come into the fold of right, or will it be permitted to continue and tear down what 
has been built up in the past. I have usecl every means at my command to per-
suade the chiefs to give this ghost, dance up, but all in vain. 
The day following that upon which the Cheyenne Commission left the agency I 
called in all the most prominent chiefs and talked with them in argument and per-
suasion, telling them that in the end they would be the ones that would suffer for per-
petuating this most heathenish custom, and they simply laughed and said that they 
would keep it up as long as they pleased. 'fhis matter has assumed such large pro-
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portions that it is entirely beyond the control of the ag-ent and police force, and if 
your Department desires to put a stop to it you can do so by sending a sufficient 
number of troops to arrest the leaders and place them in -prison under guard, and 
then disarm the balance of the Indian!l on the reservation. I will be pleased to carry 
into effect any order you may issue. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. T. J. MORGAN, 
D. F. ROYER, 
United States Indian Agent. 
Ccrrnmissione1· of Indian Affairs, Wasllington, D. C. 
UNITlm STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
Western Shoshone Agency, Nev., November 8, 1890. 
STR: The Indians of this reservatio-n and vicinity have just concluded their second 
medicine dance, the previous one taking place in August last. They are l10king for 
the coming of the Indian Christ, the resurrection of the dead Indians, and con seq ueut 
1mpremacy of the Indian race. Fully one thousand people took part in thE\ dance. 
While the best of order prevailed, the excitement was very great as morning approach-
ed, when the dancers were worn ontmentally and physically. The medicine-men wouhl 
shout that they could see the faces of departed friends and relatives moving about the 
circle. No pen can paint the picture of wild excitement that ensued; all shouted in 
a chorus, '' Christ bas come 1" and then danced and sung until they fell i u a confused 
and exhausted mass on the ground. The more intelligent ones freely admit that it is 
all foolishness, but dare not disobey the order of the medicine-men to attend. I ap-
prehend no trouble beyond the loss of time and the general demoralizing effect of 
these large ~atberings of people. 
Several of tlw leading men have gone to Walker Lake to confer with a man that 
calls himself Christ; others have gone to J<'ort Hall to meet Indians from Montana 
and Dakota., to get the news from that section; in fact, the astonishing part of the 
business ''is the fact that" all the Indians in the country seem to possess practially 
the same ideas and expect about the same result. So universal is this that I can not 
think but some designing white man or men are at the bottom of the whole matter, 
and yet there seems to be nothing beyond the merest ~uspicion to base that opin-
ion on. 
I presume that your Department is in possession of all the facts pertaining to this 
all-absorbing question among the Indians, yet I thought it might be of interest for 
you to know that the same expectation exists among these Indians as does among 
other and wilder reported tribes. 
Very respectfully, 
The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, D. C. 
WILLIAM I. PLUMB, 
United States Indian Agent. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
Cheyenne Rit•er Agency, S.Dak., November, 10, 1890. 
SIR: I have the honor to report the ghost dance still in progress and increasing 
rather than diminishing. Indians come from other agencies at will and go from this to 
other agencies. The poliue ba ve no longer any control of these dancers. 'fhere bas been 
hope of checking a further spread of the craze by persuasive means and good counsel, 
but when told that the Department is displea~ed with their actions these dancers 
sullenly answer, the Indian is displeased with the Department, and will dance. About 
400 Indians were dancing at the camp on Cherry Creek on November 7, and would not 
allow any of the police to go near them nor would they allow any white man near 
the camp. 
Rev. Ashley, who has been a missionary among the Sioux Indians for many years, 
and who speaks the Sioux language well, went out to talk with the dancing Indians 
on the 7th inst~, but was not allowed to go near their camp. He reports quite anum-
ber of Christian Indians among the dancers. Reports have been received here, from 
what seems to be a reliable source, that Sitting Bull's band on Standing Rock Agency 
are preparing for an outbreak, and there is no doubt now that the hostile Indians at all 
the dancing camps are -preparing to r1efy the authority of the Department. Captain 
Hennisee, in command of Eighth Cavalry, in a recent communication, stated that the 
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Indians have sold some cattle, and attempted to sell more, but were prevented by 
him from doing so. He reporte<l the name of one white man who had bought cattle 
from Indians. This man was promptly notified that the Department would hold 
every person to a strict accountability for any violation of the rul6s. Reported here 
that the Indians are using all their available means for the purchase of rifles and 
ammunition. Now, if these rifles could be taken away from these hostile Indians, all 
further trouble would be managed by the Indian police, but as long as Winchesters 
are among the ghost-excited Indians, the police are powerless and can do nothing. 
No offenses can be punished, and the Indians do as they please. 
Very respectfully, your ob.edient serva11t, 
Hon. T. J. MoRGAN, 
PERAIN P. PALMER, 
United States Indian Agent. 
C01nmissioner of Indian Ajfai1·s, Washington, D. C. 
[Telegram.! 
PINE RIDGE AGENCY, s. DAK., VIA RUSHVILLE, NEBR., 
Novembm· 11, 1890. 
COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, D. C.: 
The situation at this agency is such that I deem it for the best interest of the 
service that I be permitted to come to Washington to explain to you personally. 
Please grant authority for me to come at once, as the circumstances justify it. 
ROYER, 
Agent. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, OFFICE OF INDIAN AGENT, 
Pine Ridge AgenC'IJ, S.Dak., Novmnbt-'1' 11, 1890. 
SIR: Agreeable to you, I have the honor to transmit herewith a copy of a telegram 
forwarded you this day, viz: 
"The situation at this agency is such that I deem it for the best interest of the serv-
ice that I be permitted to come to Washington and explain tJ you personally. Please 
grant authority for me to collie at once, as the circumstances justify it. 
"ROYER, 
"Agent." 
As reported in former communications the ghost dance at this agency has assumed 
such large proportions that it has become a serious matter, and if some action is not 
taken soon the worst results may be expected. To-day I ordereu the second lieutenant 
of police force to arrest an Indian that had violated the law in several instances, one 
of the charges being that he bas heen killing cattle promiscuously over the reservation. 
On being informed by the police that I wished him hronght to the office, he drew his 
knife and positively refused to be arrested, and a mob of the ghost dancers rushed in 
and relieved their fellow dancer from the hands of the police, taking him away to their 
camps, and boasting of their power and making all kinds of fun over the attempted 
arrest and the inefficiency of the police force, etc. Fur the foregoing reasons I tele-
graphed you for permission to come to Washington to consult with you as to what is 
the best course to pursue. 
It is useless for me to try and make anything out of these people against such oppo-
sition, and it should be stopped at once. 
Very respectfully, 
Ron. T. J. MORGAN, 
D. F. ROYER, 
United States Indian Agent. 
Cornmissionm· of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, Noven~ber 12, 1890. 
SIR: Referring to office reports of October 24 and 29, and November 5 and 8, 1890, 
relative to ghost dances among the Sioux Indians, I have to say that I am in receipt 
of a letter from P. P. Palmer, esq., agent ~t Cheyenne River Agency, S. Dak., 
-
. 
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dated November 4, 1890, stating that the ghost dance "craze" is not spreading, and 
that if Hump, au Indian who a;;sumes the title of chiPf medicine man of the ghost 
dance!!, should be taken away from the reservation, and the leaders from other 
agencies kept away, the excitement among the Indians would die out, etJC. 
I also transmit a copy of a letter frolll D. F. Royer, esq., agent at Pine Ridge 
Agency, in said Rtate, dated November 8, 18\:JO, reponing that the ghost dance was 
introduced among· his Indians by Kickiug Bear, au Jndiau of Cheyenne River Agency; 
that the '' cra7.e" bas steadily increased until now it bas assumed such proportions 
both in number :mrl spirit of its adherents that it is entirely beyond the control of 
the agent and police force who are openly defierl by the dancers. The agent sug-
gests as a means of stopping said dances to send a body of troops suflicient to arrest 
the leaders therein and imprison them, and to disa~m the balance of the Indians on 
the reservation. 
Agent Royer designates as the leaders of the dance the Im1ians Little Wonnd, 
Torn Belly, His Fight, Bear Bone, Jack Red Cloud, Big Road, Shell Boy, Goorl Thnn-
der, Knife Chief, Iron Bird, and Whetstone, and states that said Little Wound, who 
he reports to be the most stubborn and nnrnly Indian on the reservation, has been 
ordained high priest over all the ghost dances, and that he defies the orders of t,bis 
office, etc. The agent further states that said Kicking Bear is the man who in 1873 
murdered in cold blood the agency clerk when the agency was located at Camp Rob-
inson, Nebr. 
I inclose a copy of a telegram from Agent Royer, dated the 11th inst., requesting, 
in view of the condition of matters at the agency, authority to visit this city to 
explain, etc., anfl copy of my reply thereto refnsing permission to such visit, and 
directing him to report facts by mail, or telegraph, if necessary. 
I also transmit a copy of a letter from Charles E. Adams, esq., agent at Kiowa, 
Comanche and Wichita Agency, dated the 5th inst., report.ing that be has learned 
recently of a letter being sent by mail to an Indian chief from one of the northem 
agencies relative to the ''new Christ," and giving instructions to the Indians wbid1 
should not be carried out. Agent Adams asks that the honorable Postmaster-General 
be requested to instruct the postmaster at Anadarko to deliver to the agent for perusal 
all mail for the Indians under his charge, other tha.n that sent from this office. 
Agent Adams's statement is furnished not with a view to withholding mail of the 
Indians, but merely to show the tendency of the excitement of the ghost dance to 
spread. 
In view of the very threatenin~ attitude of the Sioux Indians, I respectfully rec-
ommend that copies of the reports above referred to from the agents be submitted to 
the honorable Secretary of War for consideration, and that if he has not been fur-
nished copies of the agents' communications referred to in office reports on the suiJ-
ject, of October 24 and 29 and November 5 and 8, ltl90, that the same be transmitted 
to him. 
I also inclose a copy of a telegram from Agent Royer, dated the 12th instant, again 
asking permission to visit this city, and of my reply thereto after receipt of your let-
ter of this date. 
Very respectfully, yonr obedient servant, 
The SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
l Telegram.! 
R. v. BELT, 
Acting Cornrnissiontw, 
PINE RIDGE, S. DAK., November 12, 1sao. 
CoMMISSIONER 01!' INDIAN AFFAIRs, 
Washi11gton, D. C.: 
Very important that I come to \Vashington at once. Agency affairs will not snffer 
during my absence at this time. Will leave good experienced man in charge. Can 
not explain matters satisfactorily by telegraph or letter. Indians will remain quiet 
during my absence. You will agree with me when I see yon personally that it is 
impottant for me to come. Please grant me authority to come at once. 
ROYER, 
.Agent. 
DEPARTMENT OF TilE INTERIOR, 
Washington, November 12, 1890. 
SIR: I acknowledge the receipt of yonr communication of this date, with copies of 
telegrams from the agent of the Pine Ridge Agency, S. Dak., asking permission to 
come to \Vas hi ngton, and of your reply to him. 
S. Ex. 9--2 
I 
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I approve t.he action taken by you in denying his request npou the information: 
furnished. 
It seems to me that in these troublesome times the agent shoulcl remain at his post 




'l'he COM;\USSIONER Ob' INDIAN AFFAIRS. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, OFFICE 'OF INDIAN AGENT, 
Pine Ridge Agency, S. Dak., Novemb(jr 12, 1890. 
Sm.: I have the honor to submit a copy of a telegram I forwarded yo11 this day, viz 
"The condition of affairs at this agency when I took charge, whet.her intentional 
or not, were to render my administration a failure. Orders of constitutional author-
ity are daily violated and defied, and I am powerless to enforce them. The condition 
of affairs is going from bad to worse. Yesterday in•atternpting to arrest an Indian 
for violation of regulat.ions the otl'ender drew a butcher knife on the police and in less 
than two minutes be was reenfOl'ced by two hundred ghost dancers all armed and ready 
to fight, consequently the arrest was not made. 'l'o-day I received a communication 
from the offender stating that the policeman who attempted to enforce my orders 
must be discharg-ed or I could expect trouble, aud I was given four weeks to do it. 
''The police force are overpowered and disheartened; we have no protection; are 
at the mercy of these crazy dancers. · 
"The situation is serious. I urgently request that I be permitted to proceed to 
Washington at once and. confer with you personally, as a correct idea of the sHuation 
can not be conveyed otherwise. The Indians have received their beef and rations, 
and are going home, and there is no immediate danger until next big issue (four 
weeks from to-day). I can leave now without the service being injured, and I do 
hope you will grant my request, or let the blame rest where it belongs. I have no 
other object in view save the best interest of the service. 
"ROYEH, Agent." 
There are matters connected with the agency other than the ghost dance which I 
would be pleased to talk over with you in person, and as I consider this the very best 
time for me to get away, I have insisted in my telegrams for you to permit me to come 
to Washington at once, in order that I mi~ht get back as soon as possible. 
I trust that you will see the matter in the same light that I do. 
Very respectfully, 
D. :F'. ROYER. 
United States Indian Agent. 
Hon. R. V. BELT, 
Acting Cmnrnissioner of Indian Affai?·s, Washington, D. C. 
UNITED STATES INDIA~ SERVICE, OFFICE OF INDIAN AGENT, 
Pine Ridge Agency, S.Dak., Novernber 12, 1890. 
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of the following telegram received 
from you this day, viz: 
"The interests of the service require that you remain at agency at this time. 
Submit matters fully and promptly by letter, or, if emergencies demand it, by tele-
gram. 
I submit the following copy of my answer, to wit: 
"R. v. BELT, 
''Acting Cornn~issioner." 
"Very important that I come to \Vashmgton at once. The agency affairs will not 
suffer during my absence at this time. Will leave good experienced man in charge. 
Can not explain matters satisfactory by telegraph or letter. Indians will remain quiet 
during my absence. You will agree with me when you see me personally that it is 
important for me to come. Please grant me authority to come at once." 
There is no immediate danger of any trouble with the Indians committing any dep-
redations, but I woulil be glad to have an opportunity Lo explain to yon personally 
my ideas in regard to the proper course to pursue in managing this agency. 
Very respectfully, 
Ron. R. V. BELT, 
D.P. RoYER, 
United States Indian Agent. 
Acting Corn1nisioner of Indian Affaits, Washington, D. C. 
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[Telegram.] 
PINE HIDGE AGENCY, s. DAK., VIA RUSHVILLE, NEBR., 
Novernber 13, 1890. 
The condition of affairs at this agency when I took charge, whether intentional or 
not, were to render my adrrunistration a failure. Orders of constituted antlwrity are 
daily violated and defied, and I am powerless to enforce thorn. The condition of af-
fairs is growing from bad to worse. Yesterday in attempting to arrest an Indian for 
violation of regulations the offender drew ~L butcher knife on the police, a.nd in less 
than two minutes he was reenforced by two hundred ghost dancers all armed and 
ready to fight. Consequently the arrest was not made. To-day I received a commu-
nicat.ion from the offender stating that the policeman who attempted to enforce my 
orders must be discharged or I could expect trouble, and I was given four weeks to 
do it. The police force are O\Terpowered and disheartened. We have no protection 
and are at the mercy of these crazy dancers. The situation is serious, and I urgently 
request that I be permitted to procef'd to Washington at ouce and confer with you 
personally, as a correct idea of the situation can not be conveyed otherwise. The In-
dians have received their beef and rat.ions all(l are going horne, a.nd there is no imme-
diate danger until next big issue. I ean leave now without the service being in-
jured, and I do hope you will grant my request or let the blame rest where it belongs. 
Have no other object in view save the best interests of the service. 
· RoYER, Agent. 
COMMISSIONER INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, D. C. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 0l!'FICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS. 
Washington, Novembm· 13, 189Q. 
Sm: Referring to my report of yesterday concerning ghost dances among the Sioux 
Indians of Pine Ridge Agency, S. Dak., and elsewhere, and the request of D. F. 
Royer, esq., agent at that agency to visit this city, I herewit.h transmit a copy of 
a telegram from him of even date herewith, showing that two hundred participants 
in the ghost dances, all armed and ready to fight, bad overpowered the Indu:tn police, 
and that the agency is at the mercy of "thet~e crazy dancers." 
The agent urges th~tt he be permitted to visit this city to confer with the Depart-
ment on the subject, etc. 
I deem the situation at said agency arising from the ghost dance as very critical 
and believe that an outbreak nuty occur at any time, and it does not seem to me to 
be safe to longer withhold troops from the agency. 
I therefore respectfully recommend tha,t the matter ue submitted to the honorable 
Secretary of ·war, with the request that such instructions as may be necessary be 
given to tbe proper military ant.horities to take such prolllpt action as the emergency 
may be fonnu by them to demaU<l, to the end that any onthreak on the part of the 
Indians may be averted and the Indians be shown that the authority of this Depart-
ment and its agent must be respl'!cted and obeyed by them. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
'l'he SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
R. V. BELT, 
Acting Oommission~t·. 
.l<.:XECUTIVE MANSION, 
Washington, Novembm· 13, 1890. 
SIR: Replying to your se,·eral commuuications in re~a.rd to the condition of the In-
dians at the Sioux and CheyenneA_sencies, I Leg to say that some days ago I directed 
the War Department to send an oftlcer of high rank to investigate the situation and 
to report upon it from a military standpoint. General Ruger, I understand, has been 
assigned to that duty, and is no\Y probably at, or on his way to, these agencies. I 
have to-day directp<l the Secn~tary of War to assn me a military responsibility for the 
suppression of any threatened outbreak, and to take such steps as may be necessary 
to that end. In the meantime, I suggest that you adVIse your agents to separate the 
well-disposed from the ill-disposed Indians; and, while maintaining their control and 
discipline, so far as may be possible, to avoid forcing any issue that will result in an 
outbreak until suitable military preparations can be made. 
Very respectfully, yours, 
BENJ. HABRISON. 
The SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
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DEPAltTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, Yovernber 14, 1890. 
SIR: Referring to yonr letter of this date, transmitting for my information and 
guidance copy of a cOJumnnicat,ion of the 13th instant from the President, in reply to 
Department letters of yesterday, relative to the threatened troubles at the Sioux 
agencies, I have the honor to state that I have sent the following telegram to the 
several agents of the agencies of the Sioux Nation in North and South Dakota, five 
ageneies: 
"The President bas directed the Secretary of War to assume a military responsi-
bility for the ~;uppression of any threatened outbreak among the Sioux Indians, ancl 
that an officer of high rank be sent to iuvestigMe the situation amon~ them. He 
snggests that the agents separate the well-disposed from the ill-disposed Indians, ancl 
while maintaining their control and discipline so far as possible, to avoid forcing auy 
issue that will result in au outbreak. 
"Yon will exercise wise diAcretion in carrying out the President's suggestions, care-
fully observing the caution he directs and avoiding publicity of these instructions." 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
The SECRETARY OF TilE lNTI<:RIOR. 
R. v. BELT, 
Acting Commissioner. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE lNT!l:RIOR, 
Washiugton: November 14, 1890. 
SIR: I transmit herewith for your information ancl guidance copy of a communica-
tion of 13t.h instant from the President, in reply to Department letters of yesterday, 
relative to the threatened troubles at the Sioux agencies. 
The President has rlirected the Secretary of War to assume a military rebponsibility 
for the suppression of any threatened outbreak, and he suggests that the agents be 
advised to separate tbe well-disposed from the ill-disposed Indians, and while main-
taining their control and discipline, so far as may be possible, to avoid forcing any 
issue that will re&ult in an outbreak until suitable military preparation can be 
made. 
Very respectfully, 
The COMMISSION:I!lR OF INDIAN Al!'FAIRS. 
GEO. CHANDLER, 
Acting Secreta1·y. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, November 14, 1890. 
SIR: I have the honor to inclose herewith a copy of a report of the lOth instant 
from P. P. PalmP.r, United States Indian agent at the (;beyenne River Agency, S. 
Dak., stating that the excitement among the Sioux Indians and their indulgence in 
the ghost dances is increasing; that they are selling their cattle and buying Win-
chester ritles; that the police are powerless and can do nothing; no offenses can be 
punished and the Indians do as they please. He also states that be bas been re-
liably informed that Sitting Bull's band on Standing Rock Agency are preparing for 
an outbreak alHl that there is no don bt that all the hostile Indians at all the dancing 
camps are preparing to defy the authority of the Department. 
I respectfully recommend that the information contained in this report he furnished 
to the \Var Department to be communicated to the officer who, under the direction 
of the President, has been directed to examine into the situation among the Sioux In-
dians, and for such other action as the War Department may deem proper to take 
upon the information furnished. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
The SECRETARY 01!' THE INTERIOR. 
R. V. BELT, ' 
.Acting Cornrnis8ioner. 
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[Telegram.] 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, Novernber 14, 1890. 
RoYER, Agent Pine Ridge Agency, S.Dak. (via Rnshville, Nebr.): 
The President has directed the Secretary of War to assume a military responsibility 
for the suppression of any threatened outbreak among- the Sioux Indians, and that 
an officer of high rank be sent to investigate the sitnation among them He sug-gests 
that the agents separate the well-disposed from the ill-disposed Indians, and while 
maintaining thei..- control and discipline so far as possible, to aYoicl forcing any issu~ 
that will result in an outbreak. · 
You will exercise wise discr~tion in carrying- out the President's suggestion, care-
fully observing the caution be directs and avoiding publicity of these instructions. 
R. v. BELT, 
Acting Commissioner. 
(Copy to agents at Rosebud, Pine Ridge, Cheyenne River, Standing Rock, Crow 
Creek and Lower Brule.) 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washin[lton, November 15, 1890. 
SIR: I have the honor to inclose you herewith a telegram just received from 
Agent Royer, Pine Ridge, S. Dak., Agency, as follows, to-wit: 
"PINE RIDGE AGENCY, S. DAK., November 15, 1890. 
''COMMISSIONER 01!' INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
"Washington, D. C.: 
"Indians are daucing in the snow and are wild and crazy. I have fully informed 
you that employes and Government property at this agency have no protection and 
are at the mercy of these dancers. Why delay by further investigation? We need 
protection, and we need it now. The leaders should be arrestecl aml confined in some 
military post until the matter is quieted, and this should be done at once." 
I have the honor to recommend that the War Department be put in possession of 
this information iu orrler that they may take whatever steps are nece8sary for the 
protection of life and property at this agency. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
The SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
[Telegram.] 
R. V. BELT, 
Acting Commissioner. 
WINFIELD, KANS., November 15, 1890. 
COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
· Washington, D. C. : 
Will proceed to Pine Ridge Agency at once. 
[Telegram.l 
JAMES .A. COOPER, 
Speoinl Agent, Winfield: Kans. : 
COOPER, 
Special Agent. 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, Novernber 15, 1890. 
Go immediately· to Pine Ridge Agency, S.Dak., investigate condition of affairs, and 
report facts to this office by letter or wire. 
Assist agent to allay excitement among Indians. 
R. v. BELT, 
Acting Commiss-ioner. 
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rTelegram.j 
COMMISSIO~ER OF INDIAN AFF .AIRS, 
Washington, D. C.: 
PINE RIDGE AGENCY, S. DAK., November 15, 1890. 
Indians are dancing; in the snow and are wild and crazy. I have fully informed 
you that emploses and Government propert.y at this agency have no protection and 
are at the mercy of these dancers. ·why uelay h.v further investigation f \Ve need 
protection and we nPed it now. The leaders should be arrested and confined in some 
military post until the matter is quieted, and this should be done at once. 
RoYER, Agent. 
UNITED ST.ATES INDIAN SERVICE, OFFICE Ol!' INDIAN AGENT, 
Pine Ridge Agency, S. Dak., November 15, 1890. 
SIR: Agreeable to you I have' the honor to submit the following copy of a telegram 
forwarded yon this day: 
"Indians are dancing in the snow and are wild and crazy. I have fully informed 
you that employes and Governmeot property at this agency have no protection and 
are at the mercy of the ghost dancers. Why delay by further investigation f We 
need protection and we need it now. I have submitted· you the result of a six weeks' 
calm, conservative investigation, and nothmg short of one thousand soldiers will set-
tle this dancing. The leaders should be arrested and confined in some military post 
until the matter is quieted, and this should be done at once. 
"ROYER, .Agent." 
I deem it useless for me to comment any further on the subject at issne, as I have 
explained in former communications the true situation of a:tfaira. 
I have the honor to be, sir, your most obedient servant, 
Ron. R. V. BELT, 
D. }.,, ROYER, 
United States Indian Agent. 
Acting Cornrnissioner of Inclian A.ffai1·s, Washington, D. C. 
['relegram.j 
0l!'l!'ICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, Novembel' 17, 1890. 
COOPER, 
Special .Agent, Pine Ridge Agency, S. Dak.: 
Keep office fnlly informed as to situation among Indians there. Have some trusty 
and reliable Inuiau procure all possible information of any intent,ion of Indians to 
an outbreak. Captain Swords could perhaps do this if he is stiil as trustworthy as 
heretofore 
Keep nearest military officer also posted. 
R. v. BELT, 
Acting Cornmissioner. 
MANDAN, N. DAK., Nol)entbm· 18, 1890. 
DEAR SIR: Herewith please find a statement of facts for yonr perusal, prepared by 
the committee whose names are appended. In addition to what is said therein, I 
would say that the War Department itself appears to regard it as a fact that in the 
spring there will be an uprisu_~-g of the Siou~. We ~re ab~olutely ~mprotected here, 
and nothing bnt a strengthPmng of the garr1son at 1! ort Lmcoln wtll be regarded by 
our people as being safe. \Ve have endeavored to make this statement of facts as 
concise as pol'sible, and trust that you will give it attention. We recognize your 
l}indness in the past in preventing the abandonment of Fort Lincoln, and believe 
t.bat you will give this appeal proper attention. 
Yours, truly, 
BENJAMIN HARRISON, 
President United States, Washington, D. C. 
R. M. TUTTLE, 
Chai1'ntan of Committee. 
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EXECUTIVE MANSION. 
'fhe within communication is respectfully referred to the Secretary of the Interior. 
By direction of the President. 
ELIJAH w. HALFORD, 
Private Secretary. 
At a meeting called by the mayor of the city of Manqan , and held on the evening 
of November 17, 1890, which meeting was attended by more than three-fourths of 
the adult male population of :Mandan and the immediately surronuding country, the 
undersigned were appointed a committee to make a ~tn.tement of facts to be for-
warded to the President of the United States regarding the danger which the settlers 
of the country are in from the depredations of Indians. The statement of facts 
that this committee desires to make is as follows: 
There are located on the Sioux Reservation , south of this county, a large number 
of Indians, of whom probably there are at least 2,000 warriors. While it has been 
very generally supposed in the East that these Indians were harmless, that they had 
in past wars had the desire to fight suc0essfully druLbed out of them, and while as 
a matter of fact they have during the past few years, when traveling throngh the 
country settled by white men, Lehaved themselves generally in a satisfactory way, 
yet during the past few months there has been a ruarked change for the worse. Set-
tlers by the score come to town and tell of Indians armed to the teeth who, when 
the male members of the family are present and during their absence, act insult-
ingly, draw ruysterionli circles a1·o•wd thmr heads, indicating that there will be some 
scalping done, start fires t.hat require the utmost effort and care to extinguish, and 
which if not extinguished would burn much property. In the East, where an Indian 
is a curiosity, it is supposed that these Sioux Indians who regularly receive ratious 
from the Government will obey implicitly tb6 onlers of the agent who represents 
the power that furnishes them with food and clothing. Ordinarily this theory will 
work. But the fact exists that a great religions excitement prevails among the In-
dians, not only among the Sioux but arnoug all the Inuiaus iu the vVest. They believe 
that the :Messiah is coming, and that his chief work will be to sweep the whites oft 
the face of the eart.h and gi-.,re back the land to his chosen people. They belil3ve that 
they will be used as the means to kill off the obnoxious whites; and so deeply rooted 
is their faith that they are spending all thejr means to buy guns and ammuniLion, 
and in advance of the time when their Messiah will give orders to move on the whites 
they are beginning, when in the presence of an unprotected and peaceable settler, 
to domineer. They assume menacing attitudes, tap their guns ominously, and t>how 
their scalping kniYes. 
Theoretically the Indians, although al1owed by the Government to travel all over 
the country armed to the teeth, will do no harm for fear of having their rations cut 
off, or for fear of being killed by the soldiers belonging to the Government. Theoret-
ically, as the buffalo and other game is practically all gone from t}lis section of coun-
try, the Indians would not be always found loaded down with guns and ammunition. 
But as a matter of fact they are so loaded down. The men who control tbe location 
of the United Stat~s Army, who are themselves far removed from all dangl3r from 
Indians, and who study the situation periodically from the windows of a Pullman 
car may be right in their surmises that there is no danger and that the Messianic scare 
will pass over. But, right or wrong, the settlers in this county are very much alarmed, 
and nothing but adequate protection by the military will assure them of their safety. 
Common sense teaches that the small band of cavalry located at Fort Yates would 
be of no avail whatever to prevent the destruction of homes, property, and lives of 
settlers living north ofthe Sioux Reservation. The Indian raids could be made with-
out t.he soldiers knowing anything aLout it, and the hostile Indians could sweep up 
north and to Mandan before the cavalry at Fort Yates could be apprised of danger. 
There is absolutely no protection from Fort Yates to Fort Buford for the settlers, 
against the Indians, except Fort Lincoln; and in :its present condition, with nearly 
all the soldiers taken away, it is of little utility. Cavalry is what is needed to be of 
use :in times of Indian uprising -and to :inspire confidence on the part of the settlers. 
We assume that the soldiery of the Government are maintained for the purpose of 
rendering aid and protection to the citizens of the nation and not merely to act on 
parade occasions. It stands to reat>on, viewed from the light of common sense, and 
by men whose lives bring them into daily contact with Indians and their treachery, 
that the place for soldiers is where the danger exists, ot as near to it as il!l practical. 
The settlers whom we represent, and who are the loudest and most emphatic in their 
demands for protection, are not interested pecuniarily in the maintenance and en-
largement of Fort Lincoln. They simply ask it for the sake of the protection and 
assurance of safety to which they believe they are entitled, and which it is within 
the power of the Government to give them. 
The settlers who live in the country surrounding Mandan desire to urge strongly 
that the Indian Department from henceforth deny to Indians the right to carry arms 
S.Ex.l-15 
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or ammunition oft' their reservations. Game off the reservations belongs to the white 
men anyway, and it. is utterly impossible for the ordmary white man to see why the 
Indians should be permitted to roam all over the country off the reservatioos, as 
they do, armed to the teeth. Probably the authorities in Washington are not aware 
of the fact that these Indians go armed with the guns of the most improved and 
latest manufacture. The Government, which ha& assumed control of the red men, 
should, in our opinion, see to it that at least these weapons of such a dangerous 
character should not be carried over the country by men of the well known treacher-
ous dispositions of the Sioux Indians. 
We desire to call attention 1lo the fact that the recent disastrous prairie fires which 
swept over the southern part of this country and :lestroyed grass, ranches, cattle, 
and other property of a value far exceeding $100,000 were started by Indians who 
were off their reservation. It is understood that some parties who know nothing about 
the facts state that the fire was started by the Northern Pacific Railroad Company, 
but we possess evidence such as would be accepted as incontrovertible in any court of 
law •that Indians originated it. We call attention to this matter for the purpose of 
showing the ab~:~olute necessity, viewed from the standpoint of the white man, that 
sufficient force be brought to bear to compel the Indian to stay on his reservation. 
The people in this region regard it as a fact that this Government is powerful enough 
to carry out any measure which they deem necessary. 
While this is being written there are camped within the city limits of Maud an over 
one hundred Indians, armed to the teeth, aud our wives and our children are asking 
why these red men are allowed to molest and overawe and annoy u~:~. Our people 
have stood the ravages of prairie fires, drought, and blizzards for a number of years 
and are still hopeful; but if, added to their other troubles, they are to be subjected 
to the depredations of Indians who are supposed to be under the control and subject 
to the Government they will have to leave the country. 
The most conservative men in this comrn unity will IJe powerless to suppress the de-
termination of the majority of the settlers to kill off every Indian that presents his 
face in this county in the futnre nnless the Government does 80mething to protect 
us. There are scores of men in this immediate neighborhood who were sufferers by 
the Minnesota mas8acres ii.t 1862, and they don't propose to be annoyed and harassed 
any longer. Their property has been destroyed and their children and wives fright-
ened by these worthless nomad~;, who are permitted by a lax Government to prowl 
over the country with arms that would not be allowed on the person of a white man. 
They will stand it no longe1·, and w~ ask that something be done to tighten the rules 
and regulations governing the actions of the Indians who are under the Indian agents 
ef this locality. 
Attest: 
J. S. GREEN, Secreta1·y. 
R. M. 'fUTTLE, Chai1·man. 
JESSE AYERS. 
P. B. WICKHAM. 
JOSEPH MILLER. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICl<J, 
Standing Rock Agency, N.Dak., November 19, 1890. 
SIR· Having just returned from Grand River district, and referring to my former 
communication regarding the ghost-dance craze among the Indians, I have the 
honor to report that on Saturday evening last I learned that such a dance was in prog-
ress in Sitting Butl's camp, and that a la:rge number of Indians of the Grand River 
settlement were participatOl's. Sittmg Bull's camp is on the Grand River, 40 miles 
southwest from the agency, in a secti.on of country outside of the line of travel, only 
visited by those connected with the Indian service, and is therefore a secluded place 
for these scenes. I concluded to take them by surprise, and on Sunday morning 
left for that settlement, accompanied by Louis Primeau, arriving there about 3p. m., 
and, having left the road usually traveled by me in visiting the settlement, got upon 
them unexpectedly and found a "ghost dance" at its height. There were about 
forty-five men, twenty-five women, twenty-five b9ys, and ten girls participating (a 
majority of the latter, boys and girls, were until a few weeks ago pupils in the day 
schools of the Grand River settlements) and approximately two hundred persons 
lookers-on, who had come to witness the ceremony either from curiosity or Rympa-
thy, most of whom had their families with them and encamped in the neighborhood. 
I did not attempt to stop the dance then going on, as in their crazed condition un-
der the excitement it would have been useless to have attempted it, but after remain-
ing some time talking with a number of the spectators I went to the house of Henry 
Bullheafl, three miles dist.ant, where I remained over night. and returned to Sitting 
Bull's house next morning, where 1 had a long talk with Sitting Bull and a number 
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of his followers. I spoke very plainly to them, pointing out what had been done by 
the Government for the Sioux people, and how this faction by their present conduct 
were abusing the confidence that had been reposed in them by the Government in its 
magnanimity in granting them full amnesty for all past offenses, when from destitu-
tion and imminent starvation they were compelled to surrender as prisoners of war 
in 1880 and 1881, and I rlweltat length at what was being done in the way of educa-
tion oftheir children and for their own industrial advancement and astmred them of 
what this absurd craze would lead to and the chastisement that would certainly fol-
low if these demoralizing dances and disregard of Department orders were not soon 
discontinued. 
I spoke with feeling and earnestness and my talk was well received, and I am con-
vinced that it had a good effect. Sitting Bull, while being very obstinate and at first in-
clined to assume the role of a "Big Chief" before his follower~:~, finally admitted the truth 
of my reasoning and said that he believed me to be a friend of the Indians as a peo-
ple but that I did not Jike him personally, but that when in doubt in any matter in 
following my advice he bad always found it well, and that now he had a proposition 
to make to me which, if I agreed to and would. carry out, wol\ld allay all further 
excitement among the Sioux over this ghost dance, or else convince me of the truth 
of the belief of the Indians in this new doctrine. Be then stated his proposition, 
which was that I should accompany him on a journey to trace from this agency to 
each of the other tribes of Indians, through which the story of the Indian Messiah 
had been bro11ght, and when we reached the last tribe, or where it originated, if they 
could not produce the man who started the story, and we did not find the new Messiah, 
as described, upon the earth, together with the dead 1mlians returning to reinhabit 
this country, he would return convinced that they (the Indians) hall been too credu-
lous and imposed upon, which report from him would satisfy the Sioux and all prac-
tices of the ghost societies would cease; but if found to be as professed by the Indians 
they be permitted to continue their medicine practices, and organize as they now are 
endeavoring to do. 
I told him that this proposition was a novel one, but that the attempt to carry it 
,out would be similar to the attempt to catch up the wind that blew last year, but 
that I wished him to come to my house where I could give him a whole night, or day 
and night, in which time I thought I would convince him of the absurdity of this fool-
ish craze, and the fact of his making me the proposition that he did was a convincing 
proof that he did not fully believe in what he was professing and endeavoring so hard 
to make others believe. He did not, however, promise fully to come into the agency 
to discuss the matter, bnt said he would consider my talk and decide after delibera-
tion. I consumed three days in making this trip, and feel well repaid by what I ac-
complished, as my presence in their midst· encouraged the weaker and doubting, and 
set those who are believers in thinking of the advisability of con tinning the nonsensi-
cal practices they are now engaged in. I also found that the active members in the 
dance were not more than half the number of the earlier dancers, and believe that it 
is losing ground among the Indians, and while there are many who are half-believers 
I am fully satisfied ihat I can keep the dance confined to the Grand River district. 
Desiring to use every reasonable means to bring SittiHg Bull and his followers to 
abandon this dance and to look upon its practice as detrimental to their individual 
interests and the welfare of their children, I made the trip herein reported to ascer-
tain the extent of the disaffection and the best means of p,tfecting its discontinuance. 
From clo~:~e observation I am convinced that the dance can be broken up and after 
due reflection would respectfully suggest that, in case my visit to Sitting Bull fails 
to bring him in to see me in regard to the matter as invited to do all Indians living on 
Grand River be notified that those wishing to be kno'vvn as opposed to the ghost doc-
trine, friendly to the Government, and desiring the support provided in the treaty, 
must report at the agency for such enrollment and be required to camp near the 
a~ency for a few weeks; and those electing to continue their medicine practices in 
vwlation of Department orders, to remain on Grand River, from whom subsistence 
will be withheld. Something looking towards breaking up this craze shon ltl be done; 
and now that cold weather is approaching is the proper time. Such a step as here 
suggested would leave Sitting Bull with but few followers, as all or nearly all would 
soon report for enrollment and thus he would be forced in himself. 
There are not many firearms among these Indians, still there are a few, and as a 
pledge of good faith on their part, they should be required to tnrn in all their arms 
to the agent, and get a memorandum receipt for the same. Knowing these Indians 
as I do I am confident that I can, by such a course, settle the Messiah craze at this 
agency, and also thus break up the power of Sitting Bull, without trouble and with 
but very little excitement. This will be sustained by public sentiment, and con-
form to the discipline approved by the better disposed Indians. It is true that it 
would unsettle the Indians of that district in thdr home life for a few weeks, but 
after which nll worry and uneasiness would cease, while with the ghost practices 
continued, all the participants being Indians regularly rationed by the Government 
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·without any appearance of withdrawal of this support, anxiety among the well 
disposed and the greater temptation for many others to join is increased. 
A reply as to the suggestion herein contained is respectfully requested. 
I am, sir, very respectfully, ~'our obedient servant 
JAMES McLAUGHLIN, 
HoN. T. J. MORGAN, 
United States Indian Agent. 
Comrnissioner of Indian .A.ffairs, Washington, D. C. 
[Telegram.] 
PINE RIDGE, S.Dak., November 20, 1890. 
COMMISSIONER INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
TV"ashington, D. C.: 
Indianf:l very much excited; they still continue to dance; General Brooke with five 
companies of infanftry, three troop of cavalry, one Hotchkiss ancl one Gatling gun 
just arrived at agency. 
CoOPER~ Special .Agent. 
[Telegram.] 
FORT YATES, N. Dak, Novembet• 20, 1890. 
COMMISSIONER INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, D. C.: 
Replying to official telegram of yest~rday, Sitting Bull, Circling Bear, Black Bird, 
Circling Hawk, Iron White Man, and Male Bear, being leaders of excitement and 
fomenters of disalfection, should be removed before next spring, but everything being 
quiet here at present with no snow and the weather summer like do not think it pru-
dent to make arrests now. My letter of 19th suggests plan of settling matters and 
suppredsing craze at this agency. 
McLAUGHLIN. 
UNITED STATES INDIA...~ SERVICE, OFFICE OF INDIAN AGENT, 
Pine Ridge .Agency, November ~I, 1890. 
SIR: Referring to office telegram of the 20th instant, in which certain newspaper 
charges are made against Agent . Royer, claiming that be bas deserted his post, I 
ba.ve the honor to inform you that if the charges were made for the purpose of con-
veying the idea that Agent Royer has in any way neglected his duty or left hh~ post, 
they are false and unwarranted and do not contain one scintilla of truth or justifica-
tion. 
I have the pleasure to inclose herewith a letter from Agent Royer with indorse-
ments for your information and advice. 
I have the honor to be, sir, your most obedient servant, 
JAMES A. COOPER, 
Hon. R. V. BELT, 
United States Specicd Indian Agent. 
.Acting Co'mtnissioner of Inaia.n A.tfairs, Washington, D. C. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 0FI<'ICE OF INDIAN AGENT, 
Pine Ridge Agency, S. Dak., Nov. 21, 1890. 
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of the following copy of a tele-
gram: 
''Special Agent COOPER, 
Pine Ridge Agency, S.Dak.: 
"Newspaper reports that Age:tt Royer bas ]eft agency; if so, receive and act on 
telegrams. Send him acknowledged receipt of this. 
"R. v. BELT, 
"Acting Commissioner." 
In reply to the above you are informed that I was absent from the agency from Mon-
day evening of the 17th until Thursday morning of the 20th, at Rushville, Nehr., to 
advise with General Brooke, who desired to con~ult with me privately before coming 
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to the agency, and for the further reason that it was impossible for me to keep busi~ 
ness matters privat<'l over the telephone, so I went to Rushville to avoid creating any 
unnecessary excitement by making our plans public, and I am very ~:~nre that all I 
did was for the best interests of the service. 
Very respectfully, 
Ron. R. V. BELT, 
D. F. ROYER, 
United States Indian Agent. 
Acting Conunissionm· of Indian Affai1·s, Washington, D. C. 
(Through Special Agent James A. C:ooper, Pine Ridge Agency, S. Dalr.) 
[First indorsement.] 
I have read the inclosed, aud I approve the action of Agent Royer meeting the troops 
at Rushville, Nebr. 
.J AME:S A. COOPER, 
Special Unitecl States India~ Agent. 
[Second indorsement.] 
I have examined the statement of Agent Royer, and I approve his action in man-
aging secretly onr plano for bringing the troops to this agency. 
,J OHX R. BROOKE, 
B1·igadie1·- General. 
PINE RIDGE AGENCY, S. Dak., November 21, 1890. 
[Telegram.) 
PINE RIDGE AGENCY, S. DAK., November 21, 1890. 
COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, D. C. : 
Newspaper reports false. Agent Royer at his post. Details by mail. Indians still 
dancing. Police report that thirty Rosebud Indians have arrived at this reservation 
and six or seven hundred more en route to the agency. \Ve hope to settle this Indian 
cause (craze) withont bloodshed. All kinds of rumors in circulation. \Vill keep 
Department fully informed. 
COOPER, Special Agent. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
Pine Ridge Agency, S.Dak., November 21, 1890. 
SIR: Referring to office telegram of the 20th instant, in which certain newspaper 
charges are made against Agent Royer, claiming that be has desert eel his post,, I have 
the honor to inform you thali if the charges were made for the purpose of conveying 
the idea that Agent Royer has in any way neglected his uuty or left his post they 
are false and unwarranted, and do not contain one scintilla of trntb or justification. 
I have the pleasure to inclose herewith a letter from Agent Royer with indorMe-
ments for information and advice. 
I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant, 
Ron. R. V. BELT, 
JAMES A. COOPER, 
United States Special lndian .:lgent. 
Acting Commissione'· of Indian .dffa·h·s, Washington, D. C. 
(Telegram.l 
CHAMBERLAIN, S.DAK., November 21, 1890. 
R. V. BELT, 
Commissioner, Washington, D. C.: 
Indians at Crow Creek and Lower Brule are under good control; have had three 
leaders from other reservations under arrest at Crow Creek and have discharged tlwm 
under promise of good behavior·. Indian police are sntfieient protection under present 
indications. I issue no passes nor accept any, and there are no Indians away from 
the reservation as far as my police can ascertain, and am using extra efforts to keep 
posted. 
A. ~. DIXON, Agent. 
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[Tele~ram.] 
ROSEBUD AGENCY, S. DAK., November 21, 1890. 
COMMISSIO:NER INDIAN AFF AIRR1 
Wa8hington, D. C.: 
Names of leaders required in your telegram of yesterday: Short Bull, MaRhes-the-
Kettle, Two Strike, Crow Dog, Little Eagle, Turning Bear, White Horse, Lance, Big 
White Horse, White Thunder, Brave Bird, Fins Bird, Born-in-the-Day, Left Hand 
Bear, White Face Crow, Good Voice, White Crane, Walking Fast Horse, Swift 
Crocker, Elk Tooth, 'furtle Rib. 
E. B. REYNOLDS, 
Special Agent in Cha·rge. 
, 
[Telegram.] 
FORT BENNETT, S. DAK., November 21, 1890. 
COMMISSIONER INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, D. (). : 
Names of Indians who should be arrested in order to prevent an outbreak are Pump, 
Big Foot~ Lodog, Blackfeed, and Pretty Hawk. 
PAI.MER, Agent. 
UNITJW STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
Fort Peck Agenoy, Mont., Novernber 21, 1890. 
SIR: In regard to the Messiah craze that is exciting the Indians on the various 
reservations, I have th~ honor to make the following observations in regard to the 
matter at this agency. 
The Indians here have a strong and a.biding faith in this scheme, as it is propounded 
at other agencies, to wit: 'fhe coming of a Messiah in the spring, the resurrection of 
their dead. brethren, the return of bu1falo and other game, and the destruction of the 
whites. The belief bas as yet produced no special excitement, and there will not be 
trouble here unless the Indians at other places should :first begin it. Ih that case it 
is difficult to say what might happen here. The number of :fighting men here is about 
600, as near as I can find out. 
It bas been said that these people have only a few guns and but little ammunition; 
that game has disappeared and therefore they could not go to war. This is not true, 
as I have investigated the arms and ammunition question very carefully in the last 
few days and :find they are better armed, have more ammunition and better equip-
menta than they ever had before. The disappearance of game cuts no :figure, in case 
they should become hostile, as the country abounds in domestic animals, affording 
them more certain means of subsistence than the buffalo ever did. 
We are so near the international boundary line that in case of defeat they have an 
almost sure and safe retreat. Camp Poplar River is located one-half mile from the 
agency, and consists of two companies of infantry. There are also about :fifty civilians 
here. With this force, in any case, I think we could protect the agency and Govern-
ment property here. 
In case of continued and further excitement, I would suggest that arms and ammu-
nition be procured from the War Depart.ment and sent to the agency to be used in 
case of necessity. 
The Indians are and have been manifesting a great desire to purchase cartridges 
from the post trader at Camp Poplar River. He will not sell without an order from 
me, yet they apply to him and endeavor by all means to obtain the 8ame without au 
order. They ean obtain all they want just off the reserve. While I do not regard 
the situation as serious, yet I think the case calls for the ntmost vigilance and pre-
caution. 
Very respectfully, 
The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, D. C. 
C. R. A. SCOBEY, 
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UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
Pine Ridge Agency, S. Dak., Nove1nbe1· 22, 1890. 
SIR: I have the honor to inclose herewith a letter written by Special Census Agent 
A. T. Lea, who has been among tho Sioux for some months past and who hat~ an 
opportunity to find out the true feeling among the Indians. 
From the best information I have been able to get I believe Mr. Lea's ideas are 
practically correct. 
I am making diligent inquiry to :find out the true feeling of the Indians, and as soon 
as I can get truthful authoritative information I will1·eport fully to your office. 
All kinds of rumors are in circulation, and it is not safe to believe the first story 
that comes. 
The friendly Indians are moving in to the agency to-day and it is hopetl that their 
number will have a good influence over the turbulent ones. 
Very respectfully, 
J A 1ES A. COOPER, 
Special United States Indian Agent. 
Hon. R. V. BELT, 
Acting Commissioner of Indian A.tfairs, Wa shington, D. C. 
Hon. J AS. A. COOPER, 
Special United States Indian Agent: 
I returned from the Indian camps upon this (Pine Ridge) reservation, last evening 
(the 21st instant). Was in the vicinity of two ghost dances, one on Medicine Root 
Creek, 45 miles from agency, and the other on Porcapine Creek, 25 miles from 
agency. In the performance of my official duties met many Indians and talked 
with them in regard to the ghost uance and impending troubles. I found them 
pretty evenly aiv1d.ed, as to numbers, upon the question of the ghost dance. The 
progtessive and more civilized were opposed to the tlance and advocated peace, dis-
continuance of the dance, and obeyance of the rules of the department and orders of 
the agent. The non-progn~ssive favored continuing of the uance, disobedience to all 
orders, and war if necessary to carry out their dance craze. 
Thursday night and yesterday the hostile portion of the tribe bad their young 
men, painted and decorated in war costume, riding all over the country notifying 
those who desire to go to war to meet on White River, at mouth of White Clay 
Creek, and go into camp. The danc.,s on Medicine Root and Porcupine Creeks 
moved to \Vlnte River, at camp grounds designated above, on Thursday and Friday 
(the 20th and 21st). The runners sent out also notified all those who did not belong 
to the dance, and would not join it, to stay at home or go to the agency; or, in other 
wot·ds, draw the lines so they would know who their friends were. 
The war party disclaimed any intention to make an attack, but propo&ed to con-
tinue to uance in defiance of all authority, and if molested by the soldiers to fight. 
They said they knew the soldiers would attempt to break up the dance, and the 
, minute they did so it would be the signal for fight. They said they had plenty of 
arms and ammunition for a big fight, and they would die fighting, but would not 
surrender alive. 
Little ·wound, one of the principal leaders, said Wednesday evening that his desire 
was to see all the whites dead, meaning killed. He appeared very hostile when he 
heard that United States troops were on their wa.y to the reservation. He said that 
meant fight, and immediately ordered his dance friends from the east side of the res-
ervation to go to White River. _ 
By being with N1e Indians continuously fur months, I have had an opportunity to 
watch their movements very closely, and know they are prepared for a :fight, and will 
:fight. 
Big Road, the leader of the dancing party on Wounded Knee Creek, said Friday 
morning (the 21st), in a speech to his followers, at the dance grounds, that. he would 
not listen to anybody, but intended to keep np the dance all winter, or fight, or words 
meaning the same. • 
On Porcupine Creek, Iron Bird made abou1; the same declaration. From the best 
information I cau gather, if the dance is permitted to continue, it is only a question 
of time, not longer than 8pring, until this hostile band will go on the warpath. In 
fact, they say they are going on a big hunt as soon as grass comes next spring, and 
that means warpath. 
Very respectfully, 
A.1'. LEA, 
Special United States India1~ .Agent. 
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LTelegram.] 
PINE RIDGE AGENCY, S.DAK., November 22, 18~0 
COMMISSIONER INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, D. C.: 
Disaffected Indians assuming a hostile attitude; different bands consolidating; 
they declare their intention to fight; they denounce all appeals and persuasion from 
the Department. Serious trouble seems inevitable. 
COOPER, Special ..Agent. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
Pine Ridge ..Agency, S.Dak., November 24, 1890. 
SIR: I have the honor to forward you the following copy of a telegram forwarded 
you to-day: 
The loyal Indians are nearly all at the agency for rations, while the turbulent 
ones are slow about coming in. The presence of the military has a subduing in-
fluence over the Indians. Have just sworn in additional police, making u. total num-
ber of one hundred men. Will keep you advised of any material change in the situ-
ation. 
COOPER, Special ..Agent. 
At my suggestion the agent directed all the loyal Indians to camp on one side of 
the agency and the ghost dancers on the other, which they seemed very willing to 
do. On the east side of the agency there are about 150 lodges of the loyal Indians, 
and on the west side, near Red Cloud's bouse, there are about 60 lodges of the tur-
bulent ones, and some of them the ghost-dance fellows. 
Very respectfully, 
JAMES A. COOPER, . 
Special United States Indian Agent, 
Ron. R. V. BELT, 
..Acting C01mnissionm· of Indian A.ffairs, Washington, D. C. 
[Telegram. j 
RUSHVILLE, NEBR., November 24, 1890. 
COMMISSIONER OF INDIA.J.~ AFFAIRS, 
Washington, D. C.: 
The loyal Indians are filing home at the agency for rations, while the turbulent are 
slow about coming in. The presence of the military has a snbdr1ing effect over the 
Indians. Have just sworn in additional police, making a total number of on~ hundred 
men. Will keep you advised of any material changes in the circumstances. 
COOPER, Special Agent. 
fTelegram.] 
MINCO, I~D. T., Novembe-r 24, 1890. 
To BELT, 
Indian Office, Washington, D. C.: 
Held large council at Anadarko, Saturday, with Comanches, Kiowas, and others, 
regarding Messiah. No trouble anticipated. Council at Darlington to-morrow. 
MORGAN, Cmnmissione-r. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OFFICE OF INDIAN AFl<'AIRS, 
Washington, November 25, 1890. 
RIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt, by your reference for my views 
thereon, of two communications from the honorable Secretary of War, one dated on 
the 22d instant, forwarding copy of a report, through Brigadier-General Brooke and 
Major-General Miles, made by Capt. C. A. Earnest, U. S. Army, giving his impres-
sions of the situation'at Rosebud Agency, S. Dak., and stating that general disatl'ec-
tion prevails among the Indians there and ~numerating the causes which he thinks 
have led to their disaffection. 
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The other communication is a teiegram from Major-General Miles, dated Chica~o, 
November 9, 1890, embodying one received by him from General Brooke, wherem, 
among other things, General Brooke states that: 
"In order to have the settlement of difficulties with these Indians take permanent 
shape: I havehad the agent retain visible control. There wiil be no curtailment of 
rations. These people have real grievances on the score of reduction of rations of 
]ast year's beef, the failure of the crovs last year and this year, which reduces them 
to great straights in the way of food. 'rhis should be corrected at once, and the fact 
announced to them, and their just claims be gran tell without delay. * * • ." 
To this General Miles adds: '' General Brooke's recommendation that sufficient food 
be supplied should be granted at once, and in the future he should have absolute 
general control over these agencies." 
Taking these reports up in their order, I have the honor to state, as to the separate 
paragraphs contained in the letters of Captain Earnest, that this office is very well 
aware-
First. That the Sioux and other IndianR in North and South Dakota and Montana 
have been very much discouraged during the past year because of severe droughts, 
and that they have produced little by cultivation of the soil to add to the rations 
furnished them by the Government for their subsistence. 
Second. That previous to July 1, 1890, rations and annuities for 7,500 Indians 
were issued to them at Rosebud Agency, and the Indians there actually received and 
got the benefit of such issues, whereas it was ascertained about the beginning of the 
present :fiscal year that there were only about 5,250 Indians at that agency, and 
rations have since been issued accordingly to the number found to be there. Natu-
rally, the 5,250 Indians who have been receiving and consuming sufficient, so far as 
the limited appropriation would allow for 7,500 Indians, feel the loss of the surplus 
rations formerly issued to them. This office is satisfied that this overissue of rations 
was secured by overconnt of the Indians through well concealed methods of deceit 
practiced by them upon the agent while taking the annual census. Captain Earnest 
thinks that the Indians will become acquainted with and reconciled to the new count, 
and recognize that it is not a legitimate cause of discontent. 
Third. The orders sent out by this office forbidding the use by the Indians of the offal 
of beeves butchered by them was in the interests of their civilization. The manner 
of butchering beeves and the practice of the Indians in devouring the offal immedi-
ately upon its release from the beef, in its heated and filthy condition, was consid-
ered not only a fruitfnl source of disease, but as a :filthy habit, serving to nourish 
their brutal instincts, and this office consequently took action to prevent it. The 
question as to how far, if at all, this order can be modified to permit the proper and 
decent use of the intestines of the beef, will be hereafter considered. 
Fourth. The delay in the passage of the Indian appropriation act, and the conse-
quent delay in making contracts for supplies, clothing, etc., for the Indians, has seri-
ously crippled and embarrassed this office in the management of the Bureau this sea-
son. Heretofore, in the fall and early winter much work in hauling freight from the 
railroads to the agencies bas been done by the Indians, and the Sioux Indians will be 
employed now as freight arrives at the railroad stations, to transport it to their re-
spective agencies. At many points, however, the season is so far advanced, and the 
Indian ponies so small, that they are unable to do this hauling and consequently it 
must be done by the white men, and at much higher rates. 
Fifth. The ausence of cash among the Indians because they had no freight to haul 
to earn it has no doubt been a source of some discontent. 
Sixth. As to the question of prairie fires, this office has no other information than 
that conta.ined in the statements made by Captain Earnest. 
Seventh. Regarding the restoration of Agent Wright, it may be said that the cause 
of his suspension was carefully considered, and all the facts and circumstances in 
connection with the overissue of rations, was carefully weighed, resulting in this 
office recommending to the Department that Agent Wright be restored to his po-
sition, which was done on November 20, by the honorable Secretary of the Interior, 
and Agent Wright started the latter part of last week for Rosebud to assume charge 
of the agency under directions from this office, dated the 21st instant. 
It is not believed that the action of the Department regarding Agent Wright has 
contributed to the excitemAnt existiu~ among the Rosebud Indians. It is well known 
that this excitement first manifested Itself among the Sioux at the Standing Rock 
Agency, and before Agent Wright was suspended. 
The Indians at Rosebud Agency as well as those at aU of the other Sioux agencie~ 
will receive all the rations that it is possible for this office to furnish them with the 
means provided by Congres~ for that purpose. The beef supply is on hand and the 
other supplies are now and have been arriving at the agencies. Open market pur-
chases have been made from time to time as required to make issue until the contract 
supplies could be delivered. 
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It is noted that Captain Earnest states that the· forty uniformed police armed with 
revolvers, at Rosebud Agency, have little or no ammunition while the other Indians 
have plenty of arms and ammunition. No report has been made to this office by the 
agent or the acting agent, on this point. I will take immediate measures to have 
ammunition provided for the uniformed police at that point. 
With reference to the remarks of General Brooke, that "These people have real 
grievances on the score of reduction of last year's beef," I have to state that the ap-
propriation for subsistence and civilization of the Sioux Indians, for the fiscal year, 
ending June 30, 1~~9, was $1,000,000. 'rhe appropriation for this purpose for the 
fiscal year ending June 30, 1890, was $900,000. The full amount of the appropria-
tion was expended for the purpose for which it was made. 
The Indians complain of the reduction of rations consequent upon this decreased 
appropriation to the Sioux Commission, which was negotiating with them for their 
consent to the recent Sioux agreement, at the time the reduced ration issues began, 
and the Commission promised them that they would use their efforts to secure from 
Congress the money necessary to supply the deficiency of beef ration thus made. 
They did make this recommendation, and the Secretary of the Interior strongly 
urged that the appropriation be made, and submitted in the draught of the bill pre-
sented by him to the President to go to Congress, an item in the following words: 
· '' 'ro enable the Secretary of the Interior to purchase for the Sioux Nation of, In-
dians additional beef required for their use, the mtions having been reduced on 
account of reduced appropriation for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, eighteen 
hundred and ninety, one hundred thousand dollars." 
Congress did not make this appropriation. It will, however, be in session again 
soon and the bill including this item is still pending before it. If the appropriation 
is made this Department will see to its expenditure. 
In the appropriation for the subsistence and civilization of the Sioux Indians for 
the current fiscal year, the sum of $950,000 is appropriated and that sum is being 
used for the purpose for which it was appropriated to its fullest extent. 
As to General Miles's recommendation that General Brooke ''in the future should 
have absolute control over these agencies," I have to say that the President in his 
communication of November 13, 1890, addressed to the Secretary of the Interior, in-
forms him that-
" I have to-day directed the Secretary of War to assume a military responsibility 
for the suppression of any threatened outbreak, and to take such steps as may be 
necessary to that end. In the meantime, I suggPst that you advise your agents to 
separate the well-disposed from the ill-disposed Indians, and while maintaining their 
control and discipline, so far as may be possible, to avoid forcing any issue that will 
result in an outbreak until suitable military preparations can be made." 
This direction of the President clearly does not contemplate that General Brooke 
shall have •' absolute genAral control over these agencies." On the contrary, it spe-
cifically directs that the agents maintain their control and discipline in manner incli-
cated bv him. 
I do not consider that the situation demands assumption of absolute general con-
trol of these agencies by the military, and I hope that the issuance of such an order 
will not for a, moment be entertained. 
I have not considered from the beginning of this excitement that there was any 
serious danger of an outbreak nor have I believed that the Indians contemplated 
doing any acts of violence to the whites either on the reservatiOn or in their vicinity. 
There has been in it all an absence of any design or clear intent to perpetrate any 
malicious acts or mischief. It has been a peculiar excitement; the Indians manifesting 
. no disposition to do harm to any one, except perhaps to themselves, by exposure or by 
overexertion and indulgence in what to them is a religious ceremony. While en-
gaged in this they do not want to be disturbed, and I believe if their proper man-
agement. would permit them to dance until they are tired of it, no disturbance need 
occur. But while they are so engaged and excited they are inclined to give little 
heed to the orders of the agent to cease the indulgence. The enforcement of proper 
regulations might result in disturbance. These conditions caused some alarm amon/,! 
the whites on and near the reservations and also among the more tractable Indians; 
hence it was deemed by this Department prudeut to have the military establishment, 
maintained for jnst such purposes, to tako such precautionary steps as the War De-
partment should deem necessary to suppress promptly any disturbance or any threat-
ened outbreak. 
'fhe President having by express directions limited the military responsibility to 
the supprt>ssion of any threatened outbreak, I most respectfully recommend that they 
confine themselves strictly to that duty, without any interference with the duties of 
the respective civil agents or of their management under direction of this Depart-
ment of the affairs oft he agencies, for the control of which by the milit.ary there is no 
more nece~sity than there is for them to assume control of the affairs of the goYem-
ment of the State of South Dakota, in which they happen to be now operating. 
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The excitement is already subsiding on other reservations where no active move-
ments by the military are or have been in operation, and I believe that it will soon 
subside on the Pine Ridge and Rosebud Reservations. 
If any special aid shall be required of the military by way of assisting the Indian 
agents in enforcing the regulations of this Departm~nt for government of these Iu-
C.i:tns and for preserving quiet among them the requests therefor will be made by the 
honorable Secretary of the Interior upon the War Department. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
The SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
R. V. BELT, 
Acting Commissione1·. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, Novembe1· 2G, 1890. 
SIR: I have the honor to inclose herewith two copies of a report of the 19th instant 
from James McLaughlin, United States Indian Agent at the Standing Rock Agency, 
N. Dak., showing the situation of affairs at that reservation growing out of the pre-
vailing excitement among the Sioux Indians who are deluded by the superstitious 
belief in the coming of a new Messiah. 
The report indicates an abatement in the excitement and an improved condition in 
the affairs of that agency. 
Special attention is invited to the interview bad by Agent McLaughlin with Sitting 
Bull and Sittin~ Bull's proposition to the agent for investigation of the truth of this 
pretended Messtah revelation, the entertainment of which proposition the agent does 
not encourage or recommend. He however does suggest that something be done 
looking to the breaking up of this craze, and his suggestion takes the following form: 
In case his visit to Sitting Bull fails to bring him to this agency, as iuvited, that 
all Indians living on Grand River, where Sitting Boll's followers are located, be noti-
fied that those wishing to be known as opposed to the "ghost doctrine" and frienclly to 
the Government, and desiring the support provided in the treaty, be required tore-
port at the agency for such enrollment and to camp near the agency for a few weeks. 
That those electing to continue their ''medicine" practices in violation of Department 
orders remain on Grand River and from these subsistence be withheld. 
Further, that as a pledge of good faith on the part of the Indians, they be required 
to turn in all their arms to the agent and get a memorandum receipt from him for the 
same. 
The agent expresses himself as confident that by this course be will be able to settle 
the Messiah craze at his agency and thus break up the power of Sitting Bull without 
trouble and with but very little excitement. 
I think the plan recommended by the agent should be pursued, and I submit the 
matter for your directions to the end that if it receives your sanction and authority, 
a copy of the agent's communication, with your instructions in the matter, be com-
municated to the Secretary of War for the information of the illilitary authorities. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
R. v. BELT, 
A cUng Commissio1le?'. 
The SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR, 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, OFFICE OF INDIAN AGENT, 
Pine Ridge Agency, S. Dak., Novernbe1· 25, 1890. 
SIR: I have the honor to forward the following copy of a telegram sent you this 
day: 
"Condition of affairs practically the same as yesterday. The turbulent element 
seem restless while the loyal are quiet and satisfied. The presence of the military 
seems to have a good influence. I anticipate no trouble that will lead to bloodshed. 
'' COOPER, Special Agent." 
It is very bard for me to state with any degree of certainty just what the outcome 
will be, aA I have not yet been jnformed just what the purpose of the Department 
is. In my opinion there are some arrests that should be made, and the parties con-
fined in some prison off the reservation. Those left here should be disarmed, and if ~t 
any time they should want to go on a bunt the agent could permit them to take guns 
for that purpose, and on their return deliver them back to him for safe keeping. 
S.Ex.9-3 . 
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Really the Indian game is a thing of the past, and this howl of wanting to hunt 
with their arms is all a matter of pretense. 
Very respectfully, 
Ron. R. V. BELT, 
JAMES A. COOPER, 
Special United States lndian Agent. 
Acting Comntissioner of Ind'ian Affa'irs, Washington, V. C. 
[Telegram.] 
PINE RIDGE AGENCY, S.DAK. (VIA RUSHVILLE, NEBR.), November 25, 1R90. 
CoMMISSIONtm oF INDIAN AF.I<'AIRs, 
Washington, D. C. : 
Condition of affairs practically tha same as y.esterday. The turbulent element seem 
restless while the loyal are quiet and satisfied. · The presence of the milit:?.ry seems 
to have a good influence. I anticipate no trouble that will lead to bloodshed. 
COOPER, Special .Agent. 
rTelegram.] 
CALDWELL, KANs., Novembm· 25, 1890. 
To BELT, 
Indian Office, Washington, D. C.: 
~ o indication of trouble at Darlington; sensational dispatches from there to-day 
false; good council to-day with the Chevennes and Arapahoes. 
MORGAN, Comntissioner. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OFFICE OF INDIAN Ali'FAIRS, 
Washington, NovlYinber 25, 1890. 
SIR: I herewith transmit for your information copy of a letter from J. A. Cooper, 
esq., United States special agent, dated November 21, 1t!90, and of one therewith 
transmttted from D. F. Royer, esq., agent at Pine Ridge Agency, S. Dak., of same 
date, showing that Agent Royer's absence from the agency from the evening of the 
17th until the morn~ng of the 20th instant wasJnecessary, and that he has not in any 
way neglected his duty. 
I am satisfied that the agent's absence from his post was proper, and recommend 
that his action in the matter be approved. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
The SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
Approved, November 28, 1890. 
[Telegram.] 
R. V. BEL'l"1 
Acting Commissiontn·. 
JOHN W.. NOBLE, 
Secretary. 
YANKTON AGENCY, S. DAK.1 November 25, 11390. 
COMMISSIONER INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, D. U.: 
Fifty reliable Indians of this agency offer their services to the Government. 
FOSTER. 
VALENTINE, NEBR., November 25, 1890. 
SIR: Owing to the Indian scare, as they are liable to break out at any time, the 
settlers are all coming in town and the count·ry is depopulating very fast, and unless 
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some action is taken to make the Indians give up their arms and fine people who 
sell them this country is ruined. It is a sad sight to see wome!l and children in 
groups having no place to sleep, leaving comfort~tl>le homes and their stock behind, 
People will not come here again unless they are confident there will l>e no more fear. 
Very respectfully, 
The INDIAN CO:\UUSSIONER. 
J. FITZGERALD. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
Yankton Agency, S. Dak., Novmnber 25, 1890. 
DEAR SIR: According to your requP,St of the 24th instant I take great pleasure in 
giving brief statement concerning the new Messiah. 
In 1H89 there has beeu some talk at the different agencies in Utah, Wyoming, Mon-
tana, Dakota, and Indian Territory about the advent of this new Messiah. The way 
I came to find out all these is through the reading of some letters for the Sioux and 
Cheyennes at Pine Hidge from several agencies. I was postmaster at that place then, 
and parties who could not read letters generally bring their letters to me to read for 
them. 
There was some talk in the fall of 1888 by the Utes, Shoshones, Crows, and Ara-
pahoes who have visited Pine Ridge about the new Messiah, but not so much as what 
bas been prevailing in 1~89 and 11:)90. 
In the fall of lt!o9, in a. private council, Chiefs Red Cloud, Young-roan-afraid-of-
his-Horses, Little 'Vound, American Horse, Big Road, Pire Thunder, and a few 
more others appointed a delegation to visit the western agencies in order to find 
out more auout the uew Messiah. The young men who were appointed to go out on 
journey from Pine Ridge were Good Thunder, Yellow Breast, Broken Arm, and 
another one. Prom Rosebud Agency were Short Bull and another one; from 
Cheyenne River Agency, Kicking Bear; also Plat Iron, from Pine Ridge. All these 
have been writing from Wyoming, Utah, and some distant agencies that the 
Messiah bas now come to the world, and that there is no mistake about the advent 
of the new Messiah. 
When the parties • arne home in the spring of 1890 there was quite an excitement 
over the arrival of the visitors from the West. 
As soon as they have arrived I had an interview with them all on the subject. All 
have said that there was a man in the plains at tl1e foot of the R.ocky Mountains, 
near the White Mountains, close to Mexico, who has clothed himself in wonderful 
garment, scar in the palms of bauds, feet, and also on one side, and scars on the fore-
hearl, claiming that he was the son of the great spirit, who has been killed by civil-
ized people once, and now be has come down to kill all the white people and will 
cause a general resurrection in favor of the Indians of this continent. He will also 
bring all the buffalo an(i other wild game back for the Indians and kill all the whites. 
He has performed some wonderful acts. He can make two horses talk or two birds 
to talk to each other. He makes one object visible at two, or things that no man 
can do in this world (slide-band performer and ventriloquist). Now, as he is the 
Indians' god, that they must pray to him and call him father and he will bear their 
prayers. He has also come down to the world to revenge for the Indians; that is, to 
wipe the white race from the face of the earth, because they (whites) have treated 
the Indians very bad all way through. And that he is also going to exterminate the 
whites by some phenomena in the spring of 1891; that all the Indians must prepare 
for this event. Upon my questioning if their father advises them to cause trouble on 
the whites by next spring, that was the orders they had from their father, but will be 
kept secret. 
In April, 1890, the apostles (they might be called) held a council to organize the 
new religion and upon discovering the business, I have reported this matter to Col. 
H. D. Gallagher the Uniterl. States Indian Agent at Pine Ridge, who immediately 
took up the case, and have arrested all the visitors and put them all in jail. This 
jailfng of the arrival of visitors made a kind of coOl-down for a while. 
Red Cloud himself believed. it and told me faithfully that he will stand by his 
father (the new Messiah) and will have his people to do just as they were commanded 
by the father. 
I see the way they have heeu corresponding from one agency to another is doing 
some harm, the Cheyennes and Arapahoes at Darlington, Ind. 'l'., are wild with 
this excitement. This I came to find out by the reading of some letters while at 
Pine Ridge. 
In my opinion this whole business is started or originated by the spies or mission-
aries of the Mormons, because some of the visitors told me themselves that this new 
Messiah II a., told thPm that the plural wives is not sin; from this I tl.Jink that this 
man or Messiah is a Mormon with practice of slide-hand performer and ventriloquist. 
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In my opinion that there will be a general Indian war in the spring according to what 
letters I have read for the Sioux and Cheyenne Indians. Also the secret plans that 
they have been getting up for the last one year or so. 
Respectfully, your obedient servant, 
WILLIAM T. SELWYN. 
CoL. E. W. FosTEH, 
United States Indian Agent, Yankton Agency, S. Dak. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
Yankton Agency, S. Dak., November 25, 1890. 
SIR: I have the honor to report that on the 21st instant Capt. C. W. Conrad, in 
command at Fort Randall, reported to me that there was a Rosebud Indian at White 
Swan on this reserye engaged in teaching the ghost dance and preaching the doc-
trine of the new Indian Messiah. 
Upon receiving the information I sent a force and had the man arrested and still 
hold him in custody. With the party who went to take the Indian I sent William. T 
Selwyn, employed by me as assistant farmer, and directed Selwyn to obtain what 
information he could from the stranger. 
William T. Selwyn is a full-blooded Indian being the son of Medicine Cow, an old 
chief of this tribe; he is fairly well educated having been a protege of Ron. John 
Welch~ ofPhiladelphia, with whom he lived as a member of that gentleman's family. 
Selwyn's home is on this reserve but for several years he was at Pine Ridge, and 
other western agencies, employed by the Government in various ways. 
I discovered soon after taking this agency that this young man Selwyn had con-
siderable influence with the Indians of this tribe, and I concluded to give him em-
ployment if his habits and his character would not prevent. 
Selwyn came here about July 1 of this year and soon afterwards I nominated him 
for assistant farmer and he has been so employed since that time. 
I have had frequent talks with Selwyn since he arrived here and soon after his ar-
rival in July he gave me an outline of this new Messiah craze, as it then was being 
developed at Pine Ridge antl at Rosebud. The information had already been given 
to Agent Gallagher and I supposed of course that your office was well informed in re-
gard to it, so I made no mention of it except to visitors and employes et al. here. 
At my request Selwyn has written his knowledge of this craze in a communication 
addressed to me and I herewith inclose it to you f0r your information. I will Ray 
that it contains just about the same information as Selwyn gave me last summer. 
I also inclose the written statement of Selwyn, containing an interview with the 
Rosebud Indian, Ku-wa-pi, whose arrest was made at White Swan last Friday. I had 
questioned Ku-wa-pi somewhat, through another interpreter, and he told me that he 
was a partial believer in the new Messiah, that he had tasted of the buffalo meat 
sent by him, that he had witnessed the ghost dances, that he had had visions, that 
he expected some convulsions of nature next spring, etc. 
I send these written statements to you for your mformation. 
I will add that the most of our Indians treat these revelations with derision and 
ridicule; yet there is, I observe, in the heart of the old Indian a sort of hope, and 
perhaps belief, that it is true. These old fellows, who are half fed and half starved, 
dream with delight of the old days when the buffalo bonn<led on tbese plains, and to 
them such a doctrine is as savory as was the advent of Christ to the old Jews who 
longed for the old days of Solomon and all his glory to be repeated. 
I have asked .YOU to authorize me to employ ten additional police at this agency, 
the object of which is to prevent visitors from the western agencies from coming 
here; and to restrain the Indians from this agency from going abroad, and at the 
same time to keep men employed. My own opinion is that the true way to keep 
people from engaging in this craze is to give them employment. Let them chop 
wood, work rJads, do freighting, aad such other jobs as may be conveniently found 
for them. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. T. J. MORGAN, 
Comrnissiontw Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C. 
E. W. FOSTER, 
United States Indian Agent. 
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UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
Yankton Agency, S.Dak., November 22, 1890. 
DEAR SIR: It has been reported here a few days ago that there was an Incliau vis-
itor up at White Swan from Rosebud Agency who has been telling or teachin~ the 
doctrines of the new Messiah, and has made some agitation among the people up 
there. 
According to the request of Captain Conrad, U.S. Arn•y, of Fort Randall, S.Dak., 
and by your order of the 21st instant, I went up to White Swan and have arrested 
the wanted man (Kuwa.pi, or one they chased after). 
On my way to the agency with the prisoner I have made lit.tle interview with him 
on the subject of the new :Messiah. The following are the facts which he corrobo-
rated concerning the new Messiah, his laws and doctrines to the Indians of this con-
tinent. 
Q. Do you believe in the new Messiah f-A. I somewhat believe it. 
Q. What made you believe it ~-A. Because I ate some of the buffalo meat that he 
(the new Messiah) sent to the Rosebud Indians through Short Bull. 
Q. Did Short Rull say that hn saw the living herd of roaming buffaloes while he 
was with the HOD of the great spirit f-A. Short Bull told the Indians at Rosebud that 
the buffalo and other wild game will be restored to the Indians at thE:' same time 
when the general resurrection in favor of the Indians takes place. 
Q. You said a" general resurrection in favor of the Indians takes place." When 
or how soon will this be f-A. The father sends word to us that he will have all these 
caused to be so in the spring, when the grasa is knee high. 
Q. You said "Father." Who is this fathed-A. It is the new Messiah; he has 
ordered his c~ildren (Indians) to call him "Father." 
Q. You said the father is not going to send the buffalo until the resurrection takes 
place. Would he be able to send a few bu11:'aloes over this way for a sort of a sample 
so as to have his children (Indians) to have a taste of the meat 1-A. The father 
wishes to do things all at once, even in destroying the white race. 
Q. You said something about the destroying of the white race. Do you mean to 
say that all mankind except the Indians will be killed 7-A. Yes. 
Q. How and who is going to kill the white people f-A. The father is going to 
cause a big cyclone or whirlwind, by which he will have all the white people to perish. 
Q. If it should be a cyclone or whirlwind, what are we going to do to protect our-
selvcR 1-A. The father will make some kind of provisions by which we will be saved. 
Q. Yon said something about the coming destruction on the white people by your 
"father." Supposing your father is siCk, tired out, forget, or some other accidental 
cause by which he should not be able to accomplish his purpose, what would he the 
case about the destroying of the white people ?-A. There is no doubt about these 
things as the miracle performer or the father is going to do just as what he said be 
would do. 
Q. What other object could you come to by which you are led to believe that there 
is such a new Messiah on earth at present f-A. The ghost dancers are fainted when-
ever the dance goes on. 
Q. Do you believe that they are really fainted Y-A. Yes. 
Q. What makes you believe that the dancers have really fainted t-A. Because 
when they wake or come back to their senses they sometimes bring back some news 
from the unknown world, and some little trinkets, such as buffalo tap, buftalo meat, 
etc. 
Q. What did the fainted ones see when they get fainted f-A. They visited the happy 
hunting ground, the camps, multitudes of people, and a great many strange people. 
Q. What did the ghost or the strange people tell the fainted one or ones ¥-A. 
When the fainted one goes to the camp he is welcomed by the relatives of the visitor 
(the fainted one), and he is also invited to several feasts. 
Q. Were the people at Rosebud Agency anxiously waiting or expecting to see all 
oftheir dead relatives who have died several years ago?-A. Yes. 
Q. We will have a great many older folks when all the dead people come back, 
would we not ~-A. The visitors all say that there is not a single old man nor woman 
in the other world; a.U changed to young. 
Q. Are we going to die when the dead ones come back 1-A. No, we will be just the 
same as we are to-day. 
Q. Did the visitor say that there is any white men in the other worl<l ?-A. No; 
no white people. . 
Q. If there are no white people in the other world, where did they get their provis· 
ions and clothing ¥-A. In the other world the messenger tells us that they have de-
pended altogether for their food on the flesh of buffalo and other wild games. Also 
they were all clad in skins of wild animals. 
Q. Did the Rosebud Agency Indians believe the new Messiah or tlte son of the 
ghost spirit '-A. Yes. 
Q. How do they show that they have a l1elief in the new Messiah ¥-A. They show 
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themselves by praying to the father by looking up to heaven, and. call him tt father," 
just the same as you would in a church. 
Q. Have you ever been in a church ?-A. No. 
Q. Do you faithfully believe in the new Messiah f-A. I did not in the first place, 
but as I became more acquainted with the doctrines of the new Messiah, that I really 
believe in him. 
Q. How many people at Rosebud, in your opinion, believe this new Messiah !-A. 
Nearly every one. 
Q. Did you not, the Rosebud people, prepare to attack the white people this snm-
mer ¥ While I was at Pine Ridge Agency this summer the Ogalalla Sioux India11s 
say they will resist against the Government if the latter should tr.v to put a stop to 
the Messiah question. Did you folks at Rosebud say the same thing T-A. Yes. 
Q. A1·e they still prepa.ring and thinking to attack the white people should the 
Government send out soldiers with orders to put a stop to your new business of the 
Messiah f-A. I do not know; but I think that the \Vojaji band at RosebndAgency 
will do some harm at any time. 
Q. You do not mean to say that the Rosebud Indians will try and cause an out-
break ?-A. That seems to be the case. 
Q. You said something abont the" son of the great spirit" or" the father;" what 
do you mean by the son of the great spirit V-A. TlJis father, a8 lJe is called, said him-
self that he is the son of the great spirit. 
Q. Have you talked to or with any Indian at WhitH Swan about the new Messiah, 
his laws and doctrines, or have yon referred this to any one while there ?-A. I have 
told a few of them. I did not voluntarily express my wish for them to know and fol-
low the doctrines of the new Messiah. 
Q. Yes; but you have explained the matter to the Indians, did ;you not ?-A. Yes, 
I have. 
Q. Do the Yankton Indians at ·white Swan believe in your teaching of the new 
Messiah !-A. I did not intend to teach them, but as I have been questioned on the 
subject that I have said something about it. 
Q. Did any of them believe in you f-A. Some have already believed it ancl some of 
them did not believe it. 
Q. Those that have believed in you must be better men than the others, are t.hey 
not f-A. I do not know. 
Q. Do you intend to introiluce the doctrines of the new Messiah from Rosebud to 
this agency ns a missionary of the gospel ?-A. No, I did not. 
Q. What brings you here, then !-A. I have some relatives here that I wanted to 
see, and this was the reason why I came here. 
Q. Where does this new Mesliliah question originate-! mean from the first start of 
itT-A. This has originated in White Mountains. 
Q. Where is this White Mountain '-A. Close to the big Rocky Mountains near the 
country that belong to the Mexicans. 
Q. Do you think that there will be trouble in the West by next spring f-A. Yes. 
Q. What makes you think soT-A. Because that is what I have heard people talk of. 
This is all that I have questioned Ku wapi on the subject of the new Messiah. 
Respectfully, your obedient servant, 
WILLIAM T. ~ELWYN. 
Col. E. W. PosTER, 
United States Indian Agent, Yankton Agency, S. Dak. 
CHADRON, NEBR., Nove·rnber 26, 1890. 
DEA.R SIR: I am instructed by a meeting of the citizens of this town and county, 
held last evening, to forward you a copy of resolutions unanimously adopted at that 
meeting, which copy I herewith respectfully submit in print. 
Very obediently, 
SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, D. C. 
A. A. Mel" ADON. 
J 
"Whereas it is public information that at this time qnite a large boily of United 
States troops bas been ordered to and st.ationed at Pine Ridge, Rosebud, and Stand-
ing Rock Indian Agencies on the Sioux Reservation by the Government for the pur-
pose of preventing or suppressing an Indian outbreak; and 
"Whereas we, citizens of the State of Nebraska, living near the border of the 
Great Sioux Reservation, know whereof we speak; and 
"Whereas at the invitation of the Government we have purchased our lands 
from it, paid our money therefor to it, and established our homes upon said lands 
with the implied assurance of Government prote(}tion; and 
/ 
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"Whereas the frequent recurrence of threatened Indian outbreaks is a source of 
alarm, resulting in injury, loss, and disaster to us, individually and collectively, re-
tarding the further settlement and development of all the country bordering upon 
or adjacent to said reservation, thereby depreciatin~ and jeopar<lizing our property 
and virtually defrauding us of vested rights : Therefore, be it 
''Resolved, That we respectfully demand of the Government that such steps be 
taken at this opportune time as shall effectually dispose of the Indian outbreak 
subject on the Sioux Reservation, and restore to the citizens the confidence the Gov-
ernm~nt may demand of him. 
''Resolved, That the allowing of thousands of savages to be armed to the teeth in the 
center of a sparsely-settled agrarian State is a condition improvident and unreasona-
ble. 
''Resolved, '!'hat the leaders and instigators of criminality in savag;es should receive 
at the hands of the Government the punishment the law provides for traitors, anarch-
ists, and assassins. 
"Resolr·ed, That in our judgment the exigencies of the· occasion demand nothing 
short of the complete disarming of the Indian and making it a crime for any person 
to furnish him with arms or implements of war, and we respectfully suggest that the 
shortest route to the satisfactory settlement of the question wonld be to deprive the 
savages of their horses, substituting therefor oxen trained to the plow. 
"F. s. LITTI,E, 
"W. RUCKER, 
"E. s. RICKER, 
"A. C. PUTNAM, 
"A. BARTOW, 
"Comtnittee on Resolutions." 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
Pine Ridge Agency, S.Dak., November 26, 1890. 
SIR: I have the honor to forward the following copy of a telegram sent you this 
day relath'e to the situation at this agency: 
"The condition of affairs at this agency is unchanged. The situation is stiU seri-
ous. We lwpe to get matters settled "i thout bloodshed. Since the arrival of the 
troops I can see no reason for changing my former recommendations. Arrest the 
leaders and disarm the remainder. A conserYatiYe estimate shows that sixty-four 
should be arrested. List of names uy to-day's mail. 
" ROYER, Agent.'' 
I do not know that sixty-four will cover the entire number, but it will come very 
close. I will keep your office fully advised of any material change of affairs at the 
agency. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. R. V. BELT, 
D. }..,. ROYER, 
United States Indian Agent. 
Acting Contmissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C. 
[Telegram.) 
PINE RIDGE AGENCY, S. DAK., ..1.V'orember 26, 1890. 
COl\Il\IISSIONER OF INDlAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, D. C.: 
The condition of affairs at thi.s agency are unchanged. The situation is still 
serious. We hope to get matters settled without bloodshed since the arrival of the 
troops. I can see no reason for changing ,my former recommendation, arrest the 
leaders and disarm the others. A conservative estimate shows ~bat si:l'ty-four should 
be arrested. List of names by to-day's mail. 
" ROYEJ{. 
S.Ex.l-16 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 0:Fl•'ICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, November 27, 1890. 
SIR: I have the honor to communicate for your information the following tele-
grams received by me this date from the Pine Ridge Agency, S.Dak.: 
"PINE RIDGE AGlCNCY, s. DAK., VIA RUSHVILLE, 
"November 27, 1890. 
"The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
" Washington, D. C.: 
"For the best interests of the service, and to prevent an outbreak in the spring 
when the grass comes, which friendly Indians and all here concede will surely Clime, I 
urgently request that General Brooke be instructed by the President immediately to 
arrest all the leaders of ghost dances and imprison them, and disarm all others here. 
The Indians are all camped near the agency and will receive their beef to-day. They 
should not be kept here long, as their stock is snJi'ering at home. They say they will 
obey the military and ageut now, as it is winter, but when spring comes they are 
going to dance again. Now is the time to round them up, Lefore they leave the 
agency. Sixty or seventy should be arrested to insure peace here. I trust this may 
be done at once, as schools are closed and everything else suffering. 
" RoYER, Agent." 
"PINE RIDGE AGENCY, S. DAK., VIA RUSHVILLE, NERR., 
''Novembm· ';!,7, 18UO. 
"COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
" Washington, D. C.: 
''In my opinion the best course to pursue for future good is to arrest and confine 
in Rome prison oft' the reservation the violators of the law and dh;arm the remainder. 
Action should be taken at once, as the greater portion of the Indians are at the 
agency now. A large number of Indians are now on Medicine Root Creek destroying 
the property of the loyal Indians who are now camped at agency headquarters. 
"COOPER, Special.Ayent." 
I think it will be well to arrest and confine the leaders of the excitement now pre-
vailing at Pine Ridge Agency, whenever the military authorities now operating there 
to suppress any threatened outbreak shall consider such act.ion can be most prnc.ently 
and successfully accomplished, with least danger. The turbulent ones should nnder 
like circumstances be dispossessed by the military of their arms, and while those now 
and heretofore peaceably and quietly disposed should be required to surrender to the 
agent their arms, taking his receipt therefor, such arms to be held by the Depart-
ment for such action as it shall hereafter determine to be right and proper; the 
peaceably disposed Indians to be given to understand that their arms will b<8 either 
1·etnrned to them or fai.r and reasonable compensation will be made for them when-
ever Congress shall mn.ke an appropriat.ion applicable therefor. 1 deem such a stipu-
lation necesbary, not only as a matter of right and justice to the Indians who willingly 
give up such property as an assurance of their good and peaceable intentions, but 
also as an inducement to them to make the surrender of weapons whose very possession 
is calculated to continue and to greatly magnify the present excitement. 
I recommend that the War Department be requested to instruct the proper military 
officer to cause the turbulent ones to be dispossessecl of their arms, and their leaders 
to be arrested for imprisonment, all as above described. And, further, to render the 
agent of this De-partment such assistance as be may require in securing the surrender 
of the arms of the peaceably dispose"l Indians. 
If these recommendations are approved, and this office notified, the agent will be 
instructed accordingly. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
The SECRETARY O:U THE INTERIOR. 
R. v. BELT, 
Acting Commissioner. 
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UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
Pine Ridge Agency, S.Dak., November 27, 1890. 
SIR: I have the honor to forward you herewith copy of a telegram sent you this day: 
"In my opinion the best course to pursue for future good is to arrest and confine in 
some prison off the reservation the violators of the law and disarm the remainder. 
Action should be taken at once, as the greater portion of the Indians are at the 
agency now. A large number of Rosebud Indians are now on Medicine Root Creek, 
det:.troyiug the property belonging to loyal Indians, who are now camped at agency 
headq nartl3rs." 
I would respectfully request that whatever course the Department intends to pur-
sue in this matter, that prompt action be taken, as it will in a short time work a great 
disadvantage to the influence of the agent should the troops be held here for any 
length of time. In my opinion the people who have violated the law should receive 
some punishment, and I agree with Agent Royer in his recommendation& regarding 
this matter. 
Very respectfully, 
Ron. R. V. BELT • 
JAMES A. COOPER, 
United States Indian Agent. 
.Acting Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C. 
(Telegram.] 
POPLAR, MONT., Noven.tber '27, 1890. 
COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, D. C. : 
Indians here are all quiet; no fear of any trouble. 
LTelegram.] 
SCOBEY, Agent. 
PINE RIDGE AGENCY, S. DAK., November 27, 1890. 
CoMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, D. C.: 
For the best interests of the service and to prevent an outbreak in the spring when 
t.he grass comes, which friendly Indians and all here concede will surel.v come, I 
urgently request that General Brooke be instructed by the President immediately to 
arrest all the leaders of the ghost dances and imprison them, and disarm all the 
others here. The Indians are all camped near the agency and will receive their beef 
to-day. They shonld not be kept here long as their stock is suffering at home. They 
say they will obey the military and agent now as it is winter, but when spring comes 
they are going to dance again. Now is the time to round them up, before they leave 
•the agency. Sixty or seventy should be arrested to insure peace here. I trust this 
may be done at once, as schools are closed and everything else suffering. 
ROYER1 Agent. 
[Telegram.) 
PINE RIDGE AGENCY, S. DAK. 1 November 27, 1890. 
CoMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AI<'FAIRS, Washi11fJion,D. C.: 
In my opinion the best course to pursue for future good is to arrest and confine in 
some prison off the reservation the violators of the la.w and disarm the remainder. 
Action should be taken at once as the greater portion of the Indians are at the agency 
now. A large nnm ber of Rosebud Indians are now on Medicine Root Creek destroying 
the property ofloyal Indians who are now camped at agency headquarters. 
Coo:rEih SvepiaZ A!(~flt, 
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UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, OFFICE OF INDIAN AGENT, 
Pine Ridge Agency, S. Dak., Novernber 27, 1890. 
SIR : I have the honor to submit the following copy of a telegram sent you this 
clay: 
"For the best interest~ of the service now and to prevent an outbreak in the 
spring when the gmss comes, which friendly Tn1lians and all here concede will surely 
come, I urgently reqnest that General Brooke be instructed by the President imme-
diately to arrest all the leaders of these dances a.ud imprison them and disarm all the 
others here. The Indians are all camped near the agency and will receive their 
beef to-day. They should not be kept here long, as their stock is snfl'ering at home. 
They say they will obey the military and agent now, as it is winter, but when spring 
comes they are going to dance again. Now is the time to ronnd them up, before they 
leave the agency. Sixty or seventy should be arrested to insure peace here. I trust 
this may be done at once, as schools are closed and everything else suffering." 
In connection with the above I wish to recommend that whatever action the De-
partment intends to take in this matter that it be taken at once, for the reason that 
business is to a certain extent dem(')ralized on account of the Indians not knowing 
what is to be done; they, as a matter of course, feel anxious, both the friendly and 
the unfriendly. 
The presenct:' of the troops has brought the ghost dance to a sudden stop, and it is 
believed by experienced persons that the Indians will not attempt to dance again 
while the troops are here, but it is also believed that if the troops should leave with-
out making the necessary arrests that the dance will continue in the same old way. 
Now is the time to stop the most demoralizing craze that has ever to(•k hold of these 
people, and the manner of stopping it is to arrest those who have defied the agent's 
orders and refused to recognize law and order. This letter and telegram is answer to 
Office lett~r Lunder date of November 22, 1S90. 
Very respectfully, 
Ron. R. V. BELT, 
D. F. ROYER, 
United States Indian Agent. 
Acti11g Commissioner of Indian Affai1·s, Washington, D. C. 
I have read the foregoing letter written by Agent Royer and I heartily concur in 
the recommendations contained therein. 
Pine RidgeAgeucy, S.Dak., November 27, 1890. 
RMpectfully, 
JAMES A. COOPER, 
Special United States Indian Agent. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
Cheyenne Rivm· Agency, S. Dak., Novernber 28, 1890. 
SIR: I have the honor to submit the following report from Agent Palmer, who 
is at this writing in the dancing camp of Hump and Bigfoot, on Cherry Creek. He 
says upon his arrival there he found 400 Indians dancing the ghost dance. The tern, 
per of the Indians was very bad. He further says they refused to talk with him. 
Bigfoot advised the Indians to buy all the guns and cartridges they could, and all to 
keep together and remain in one camp. 
He states further that the Indians in the dancing camps are very disobedient, and 
do not respect any order or regulations. 
Further reports will be sent you as received, and upon return home of the agent 
from the dancing camps, full reports will be sent. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Hon. T. J. MORGAN, 
PERIAN P, PALMER, 
United States Indian Agent. 
Per GEO. B. SHOENFELT, Clerk. 
Commissioner of Indian Affai?·s, Washington, D. C. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
Pine Ridge Agency, S.Dak., No·vember 28, 1890. 
SIR: As there are many stories afloat and being transmitted to the Interior De-
partment from this agency in regard to the present troubles, assigning as a cause the 
suffering of the Indians for want of food, I thollght the Department would not con-
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sider it presumptuous upon my part to volunteer a brief statement of the facts as I 
have found them to exist . in regard to their subsistence. In the first place, the De-
partment is fully aware of the nature of my work, which takes me into each house 
and habitation occupied by the Indians, thus giving me a splendid opportunity to 
make observations, and I assure you I ha,·e not been slow to do so, e~>pecially as to 
how the Indians live, anrl what tbey live upon, and I say now that I have to see the 
first family upon Pine Wt.lge Reservation that showed the least sign of suffering from 
want of food. 
In order to ascertain what they subsist upon, and what they rely upon for snusist-
ence, I ask the question: "What means of support have you besides your rations?" 
If the answer should be, "None,'' I then ask: "Are the rations you draw from the 
Government sufficient for your subsistence?" And I have never had a family to com-
plain and say, "No." And not in the first single instance has an Indian, who is re-
liaule and intelligent, complained to me of suffering among their people. It has 
only been a few weeks since one mixed-blood woman, having six in her family, told 
me that they bad all the provisions that they could use, and that if tht3 people gen-
erally would take care of their rations in a careful manner, as she did, they would 
really have more than they could use. 
Now as to their habit of cooking and eating. When they get up in the morning, a 
pot is put over the fire and filled with meat. As soon as it is cooked enough to eat., 
all who are present begin eating, and never stop uutil so full they can eat no 
longer. When the meat is cleaned out of the pot, it is re-filled, and as often as they 
feel like it, they eat. Every neighbor or friend who calls in has a large dish of meat 
set before he or she, which is invariauly eaten. The coffeepot rarely gets cold. 
With their meat, they invariably have breafl of some kind. Those who are the most 
gluttonous in their natures, eat up their rations often a day or two before issue day, 
but they never go hungry. They know who the more provident are, and.ive off of 
them until rations day. 
Kow, when I know these facts so well, I assert that in my judgment hunger bas 
nothing to do with the present trouble upon Pine Ridge !:eservation. It looks to me, 
viewing the question in an irupartial 1igbt, that the whole trouble has been brought 
on by the old bucks, who begin to become restless, partly from idleness, partly from 
a desire to regain their infiuencA over the people, and partly from undue influence of 
designing whites, but largely from inexplicable causes. (Parenthetically I might 
add, pure cussedness.) The main leaders in the present trouble are men who have 
b.een rf'cognized as •• big chiefs;' in days gone uy, but not so recognized now. Yet 
they think they see in thi~:; movement au opportunity to regain their lost titles. 
The Indians, half-ureeds, and squaw-men upon this reservation own many hundred 
head of cattle which would be mercilessly slaughtered if hunger was the cause of 
the trouble. As it is, rarely a cow brute is slaughtered without the consent of the 
agent, and the animal killed proved to be incapable of reproduction. 
Very respectfully, 
The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS. 
A. T. LEA, 
Special Unitell States Indian Agent. 
DEPARTMENT Ol!' THE INTJj:RIOR, OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, November 28, 1890. 
SIR: Referring to my report of November 27, 1890, a.dvising you of the contents 
of telegrams of that date fr•Jlll Pine Ridge Agency, S. Dak., recommending steps to 
take to prevent future trouble fri"Jm Indians, etc., I have to say, for your information 
in connection therewith, that prior to subrnitting such report, this office had received 
the following telegram from that agency: 
"PINE RmGJG AGENCY, S.DAK., VIA RusHVILLE, 
'' Nove'mber 26, 1890. 
"COMl\USSlONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
" Washington, D. C.: 
:'The {'ondition of affairs at this agency are unchanged. The situation is still 
serious. We hope to get matters settled without bloodshed; siuce the arrival of the 
troops I can see no reason for changing my former recommendation. Arrest the 
leaders and disarm the others. A conservative estimate shows that sixty-four should 
be arrested. List of names by to-day's mail. 
Very respectfully, your ouedient servant, 
The SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
"ROYER." 
R. v. BELT, 
Acting Con fnissione~·. 
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[Telegram.] 
CHAMBEIU.AIN, S. DAK., Novembet· 28, 1890. 
COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, D. C.: 
First developments of ghost dance discovered on White River, Lower Brule Agency. 
Last night police arrested nine, who are now in jail at agency. There are probably 
as many more participants in same locality. Shall hold prisoners pending trouble. 
Agency jail now full. Additional quarters for prisoners needed. Can not estimate 
strength of the movement. Instruct me. 
DIXON, Agent. 
FORT YATES, N. DAK., Novernber 28, 1890. 
COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, D. C.: 
William F. Cody (Buffalo Bill) has arrived here with comm1sston from General 
Miles to arrest Sitting Bull. Such a step at present is unnecessary and unwise, as it 
would precipitate a fight which can be avoided. A few Indians still dancing, but do 
uot mean mischief at present. I have Juatters well in hand. When proper time ar-
rives can arrest Sitting Bull by Indian police without bloodshed. I ask attention to 
my letter of November 19. Request General Miles's order to Cody be rescinded. 
Request immediate answer. 
MCLAUGHLIN, Agent. 
[Telegram.] 
PINE RIDGE AGENCY, s. DAK., VIA RUSHVILLE, NEBR., 
November 28, 1890. 
COMMISSIONER INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, D. C.: 
Plenty Bears, a frientlly Indian, living on P.orcupine Creek, reports three hundred 
and sixty-four lodges Rosebud Indians camped 22 miles from agency. He saw them 
killing cattle, breaking in houses, stealing hay, and destroying property generally 
belonging to friendly Indians. 'fhey danced ghost dances all last night, and are now 
riding their horses in a circle, a custom denoting war in past years. 
Will property of friendly adians be protected f The friendly Indians manifest 
great anxiety about their property while being helcl here at agency. 
This matter bas been fnlly reported to General Brooke; some action should cer-
tainly be taken to arrest the lawless parties at once. 
ROYER, Agent. 
COOPER, Special Agent. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washi11gton, Novernbet· 29, 1890. 
SIR: I have the honor to furnh,h for your information the following copy of a tele- · 
gram received by me last night at 9 o'clock: 
,, PINE RIDGE AGENCY, s. DAK., 
"via R1tslwille, Nebr., November 2!:!, 1890. 
"The CoMMISSIONER Ol<' INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
'' Washington, D. C.: 
"Plenty Bears, a friendly Indian, living on Porcupine Creek, reports three hundred 
and sixty-fonr lodges Rosebud lud!aus camped 22 miles from agency. He saw them 
killing cattle, breaking in houses, stealing hay and destroyiug property generally 
belongiug to the friendly Indians. They dancecl ghost dances all night, and ate uow 
riding their horses in a circle, a custom denoting war in past years. 
''Will property of friendly Indians be protected T The friendly Indians manifest 
great anxiet.y about their property while being held here at the agency. 
"This matter has been fully reported to General Brooke, and some action should cer-
tainly be taken to arrest the lawless parties at once. 
" RoYER, Agent, 
" COOPER, Special Agent." 
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In this connection I also invite attention to the following telegrams sent by me on 
the 26th instant to the agents at the Pine Ridge and the Rosebud Agencies: 
"Agent ROYER, 
''Pine Ridge Agency, S. flak.: 
"OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
"Novernber 28, 1890. 
"Yesterday's telegrams fl'om Cooper and yourself sn bmitted yesterday to the Secre-
tary, with my recoumwndations for acting on your suggestions. Will notify you of 
Department directions when received. In meantime, if General Brooke urges no 
reason to contrary from military standpoint, order and require all Rosebud Indians 
to return immediately to their reservation. 
"AGENT ROSEBUD AGENCY, 
"South Dakota: 
"R. v. BELT, 
"Acting Commissioner." 
" OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
''November 28, 1890. 
"Agent Royer reports Rosebud Indians destroying property in homes of peaceable 
Pine l·Udge Indians, who are now camped at agency. Notify all Rosebud Indians to 
return immediately to their reservation. Secure, if possible, names of all who do 
not obey instructions. 
"R. v. BELT, 
"Acting Comnuxsione1·." 
The President having directed the War Department to assume the military re-
sponsibility for suppression of any attempted outbreak by these Indians, I respect-
fully recommend that the information contained in the joint telegram from Agent 
Royer and Special Agent Cooper be communicated to the honorable Secretary of War, 
for snch action by the military as will put a stop to any lawless conduct or depreda-
tions by any turbulent class of Indians upon the Sioux reservations, and particularly 
1 Lat the property of the friendly and peaceable Indians be protected from disturbance 
or destruction while they, in obedience to requirements of proper authority, are absent 
from their homes, encamped about the. agency, or elsewhere. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Tbe C0:\11\HSSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
R. V. BI<~LT, 
Acting Commissioner. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, Novembm· 29, 1890. 
SIR: Referring to previous correspondence in relation to the " ghost dances" now 
prevailing among the Indians on the different reservations, it has been reported to 
this Oftlce that the "messiah craze" ba.s been inaugurated for the purpose of exciting 
the Indhtns, and as a cover for tl1eir meetings to arrange for an outbreak. 
Sitting Bull has said tbat at a point (not iudicated) near old Fort Stephenson, some 
1,500 stands of arms are concealed for use by Indians in case of an outbreak. 
I desire that you investigate this matter of concealed arms at onct- and report the 
result to this Office, 
Very respectfully, 
JoHN S. MURPHY, Esq., 
R. V. BELT, 
Acting C01nmissioner. 
United States Indian Agent, Fort Berthold Agency, N. Dak. 
l Telegram.l 
ROSEBUD AGENCY, S. DAK., Novmnber 29, 1890. 
COMMISSIONER INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washi11gton, D. C.: 
Indians uotifiell to return on the 22d and 26th; but few have done so. 
E. B. REYNOLDS, in chm·ge, 
I 
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S. F. DEPOT, NEWTON, KANS., Novembe1· 30, 1890. 
BELT, 
Indian Office, Washington, D. q. : 
Returned from Osage yesterday. Absolute quiet reigns. Sensational dispatches 
published yesterday and to-day have no foundation. Haskell to-morrow. 
MORGAN, C01mnissioner. 
PINE RIDGE AGENCY, S. DAK., November 30, 1890. 
SIR: Reliable information jnst received that about five hundred lodges Rosebud 
and Pine Ridge Indians have crossed ·white River at mouth of Grass Creek making 
their way into the Bad Lauds, killing cattle and stealing horses. They plundered 
all the school and private houses on Medicine Root and Porcupine Creeks, stealmg 
all the hay.in that section of country. They number six hundred warriors, dressed 
in war costumt.s, with plenty of arms and ammunition. Some immediate action should 
surely be taken to bring to justice these wholesale robbers and thieves. 
Direct us what to do. 
'l'he COMMISSIONER OF INDIANS AFFAIRS, 
Washington, D. C. 
ROYER, Agent. 
COOPER, Special Agent. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Tl'a8hington, December 1, 1890. 
SIR: You are instructed that it is important, owiug to the recent seasons of 
drought, and from a military point of view, especially, that the Sioux Indians shall 
be fo1· the present allowed the rations prescribed originally in article 5, ofagreemeut 
of February 28, 1877 (U. S. Stats., vol. 19, page 254), and your Bureau will supply 
these rations according to the terms and conditions of said act, even if you have to 
clraw on supplies intended to extend throughout the fiscal year, or npou appropria-
tions or funds unusual for this purpose, but legally ap}Jlicable. You will, however, 
in case uf extraordinary application of meanil, 1·eport the same in form, that it may be 
i"l·ansmitted to Congress, with a request for snch iurther appropriation as may be 
uecessary for the express purpose of supplying these Indians their full rations. 
You will please report the present amount of supplies being given to each Indian, 
aucl what the increase will be, specifying the kind of additional food furnished. 
Very respectfully, 
The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, D. C. 
JOHN W. NOBLE, 
Secreta1·y. 
PINE RIDGE AGENCY, s. DAK., VIA RUSHVILLE NEBR., 
December 1, 1890. 
COMMISSIONER 0 INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, D. C.: 
Chief herder reports Indians killing many of our beef cattle. They have also fired 
the range. We are in perfect harmony with General Brooke. Fu.ll report by mail. 
ROYER, .Agent. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
Cheyenne River Age-ncy, S. Dak., December 1,·1890. 
SIR: In compliance with instrnctious contu.iued in office letter L, November 22, 
1R90, I have the honor to report the sitnation now existing 1at the ghost dancing In-
dian camp at the mouth of Cherry Creek, having just returned from a visit of all the 
camps where the Indians are affected by thP dance. 
The Iudin.ns are dancing continnall~r ; bad been dancing six days previous to ar-
rival of agent. This camp is about (iO miles from the agency headqnarters, and not-
withstanding the journey of the entire distance was made iu one day, and every 
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]11't'cantion ta];:en to prevent anyone knowing where the agent was going, the In-
dians were informed of his coming more than an hour before his arrival at the camp, 
and tbe dancing had stopped and many of the Indians bad gone home on the 25th 
instant. There were 348 Indians dancing at one time. This number includes men, 
women, and children. About 200 more were present, but not dancing. 
All the camps on Cherry Creek were visited by agent on the 27th instant and 
the Indians were all dressed in citizens' clothing and had no paint on their faces. 
There are two India.ns at the camp called Yellow Owl's Camp, who have not been 
dancing, but have been helping the farnier. These Indians said that very few of the 
Indians have worn citizen's clothing for more than a month, they also said that at a 
council, held on the 25th instant, Big Foot ordered all the Indians belonging to the 
ghost dance to procure all the guns and cartridges possible to obtain and to stay to-
gether in one camp. There is no longer any doubt that the Indians are all well sup-
plied with the best make of guns and cartridges, and in addition to rifles a large ma-
jority of t,hem have revolvers. 'fher~ is positive proof that some of the traders have 
been supplying the Indians with guns. The friendly Indians say that the dancers 
want to fight and will fight soon, but will not let them know anything. At all these 
camps the Indians all appeared friendly to the agent, were very anxious to talk, asked 
many questions, but appeared uneasy and suspicious about something. The white 
settlers in the village at the mouth of Plumb Creek number seven men, four women, 
aull three children. There is also a mixed-blood missionary and family. These peo-
l)le are very much excited and said they would leave the village soon, but hope to 
dispose of their goods. It is believed, they have gnus to deliver to Indians and are 
only awaiting their arrival. One of the policemen is watching their movements, but 
it IS very difficult -to tell what Indian can be trusted. 
The friendly Indians apprehend trouble and are suspicious of the interpreters. 
'l'hey say Indians all lie and interpreters all lie; when they talk on important matters, 
they want several interpreters present. It is impossible to tell at this time what the 
dancing Indians intend to do, bt~t they are, no doabt, preparing for an outbreak in 
~orne direction; they are closely watched, and the agency is in daily communication 
with the dancing camp. Bigfoot, Hump, Low Dog, and other leaders of the ghost 
1lance were reported to have refused to see the agent or talk with him. This IS be-
lieved to be true, as none of these leaders could be foand at the camps. The latest 
report from the farmer Narc esse Marcelle is to the efl:'ect that the Indians are s1 ill 
dancing, are suspicious of him and will not talk with him. Says none of the Indians 
have gone away and there are few visitors among th~m. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Hou. T. J. MORGAN, 
PERIAN P. PALMER, 
U11itell States indian Agent. 
OommiNsioner Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, D. C., December 1, 1890. 
SIR: You will convey to the several agents on duty among the Sioux, the follow~ 
iug order, which is hereby made: 
''.During the present Indian troubles you are instructed that wltile you shall con-
tinue all the business, and carry into effect the educational and other purposes of 
your agency, you will, as to all operations intended to suppress any outbreak by 
torce, cooperate with and obey the orders of tho military officer eommanding on the 
reservation in your charge." 
Very respectfully, 
The COMMISSIONER OF l.NDIAN AFFAIRS, 




Special agent in cha1'ge, Rosebud Agency: 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, D. C., December 1, 1690. 
B~· direction of the Secretary" during the present Indian troubles yon are instructed 
that w~ile you shall continue all the busine~s. and carry into effect the educatiOnal 
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awl other purposes of your agency, you will, as to all operations intended to suppress 
any outbreak by force, cooperate with an obey the orders of the military officer 
commanding on the reservation in your charge." 
R. V. BELT, 
Acting Commissioner. 
(Copy to agent Rosebud, Cheyenne River, Standing Rock, Crow Creek, and Lower 
Brule.) 
ROSEBUD AGENCY, S. DAK., December 2, 1890. 
Sm: I assumed charge yesterday. I find what Indians remain at agency all wel 
disposed aucl attending to work. Immediately on arrival of troops here a large body 
beaded by Crow Dog, Two Strike, and Short Bnll left the agency and. are near Pine 
Ridg-e. They have demolished prnporty in schools west of the agency and defied au-
thority. See letter of February 1~ regarding Crow Dog. Two Strike is opposed to 
all progress, dill not sign treaty. If these parties are arrested antl removed tronb.le 
will end. To increa,se rations to all, as per telegram, before this is do:o.e will result 
disastrously. It will serve as a reward for present action and olevate these men in 
the estimation of their followers. Their highest ambition will be realized and others 
will be encouraged to do likewise hereafter when dissatisfied. Supplies can and 
should be increased after order is restoret1, bnt careful discrimination in distribution 
should be allowed between good and b2>d Indians. 
Special Agent Reynolds and military authority here concur in my views. Please 
answer. 
The Co:\L\USSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Jl'a~Sltinfjton, D. C. 
WRIGHT, Agent. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
O.Oice of lntlian .dffairs, Decembe1· 2, 1890. 
SIR: I am in receipt of your lettel' of this date instructing me to convey to the 
several agents on clnty among the Sioux the followin'.!,' order: 
"During the present Indian tronbles yotr are instrncte<l that while you shall con-
tinue all the business aud carry into effect the educational and other purposes of your 
agency, you will as to all operatwnH intended to suppress any outbreak by force, co-
operate tttul obey the orders of the military olficer commanding ou the I'eservation in 
your charge." 
In reply I have to say that I have communicated said order to the ::tgents at Stand-
ing Rock Agency, N.Dak., anu Cheyenne Rivm·, Crow Creek, etc., Rosebud and Pine 
Ridge Agencies, S.Dak., by telegram to each, dated. the 1st instal'l.t. 
In this connection I deem it proper to invite your attention to office report of No-
vember 14, ll::lt-.10, advising you that this office had by telegram of that date commu-
nicated to the several agents of the agenci of the Sioux Nation in North anu South 
Dakota-five agencies, and directc!l tlwm to exeecise wise discretion in carrying out 
the same, the following directions of the President of the United States contained in 
Jetter to yon dated NovemlH'r 1:~. 1~90. 
"I bttve to-day directed tbe Secretary of \Var to assume a military responsibility 
for the suppression of any threatened outureak and to take such steps as may be nec-
ess<try to that end. In the meantime I suggest that you advise yQur agents to sepa-
rate the weB-disposed from the ill-disposed Indians, and while maintaining their 
control and discipline, so far as may be possible, to avoid forcing any issue that will 
result in an outbreak until suitable milit:1ry prepartttions can be made." 
This office bas in all instructions issued to the agents on the subject, directed them 
to consult and cooperate with the proper military officers in all measures for the sup-
pression of any threatened outbreak. 
I am not advised that any of the agents have refused to cooperate with or obey 
the military authorities for the purpose indicateu. The only instance in which there 
has been, so far as I know, a sewblance of friction between tho military authorities 
and any of the civil agents is in the case of the protest of Agent McLangLlin, of Stand-
ing Rock A~ency, against the arrest of Sitting Bull by \V. F. Cody, nuder authority 
of General Miles. 
If any of the Indian al!ents have refused to aid, eouperate with or obey the proptw 
military officers in steps deemed necessary to snppreR"l threatened outbreaks of t£1e 
Indians this office would be glad to be advised thereof so as to apply prompt correct-
ive measnres. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
The SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
R. V. BELT, 
Acting CatntnisBioner. 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OFFICE OF INDIAN AI•'FAI.ltS, 
Washington, December 3, 1890. 
SIR: I am in receipt of the following communication from D. F. Royer, agent at 
Pine Ridge Agency, S. Dak., viz: 
"PINE RIDGE AGENCY, S. DAK., November 28, 1890. 
"SIR: Referring to the office letter 'L,' unaer date of November 22, 1890, I have 
the honor to report that since the arrival of the military that I do n10t think the 
'!ipirit of disobedience to orders and regulations of your Bureau is growing,' on the 
other hand, I feel safe in saying tbat the Indians are more quiet and obedient than 
for sometime past, but it is acknowledged by some of the worst characters, such as 
Big Road, Little ·wound, and No Water, that as soon as the military leaves they can 
then do as they please again. The result is liktJly to be serious should the military 
leave the reservation without arresting and punishing by imprisonment the leaders 
in this trouble. 
"Iu my opinion these people who have defied law and order should be put in 
prison, an(l the remainder of the Indians on this rest=>rvation should be dit~armed. A 
list of the names were forwarded you yesterday, ~7th instant. 
"Very respectfully, 
"Hon. R. V. BELT, 
''!). F. ROYER, 
''United States Indian .Agent. 
''Acting Cmnrnissionm· of Indian .Ajfait·s, Washington, D. C." 
Which is respectfully submitted for your information. 
I desire, in this connection, to invite yonr attention to office letter of the 27th 
:1ltimo, and the recommendations therein contamed relative to the arrest and con-
finement of the leaders in excitement, and the disarming of all the Indians on the 
Pine Ridge Reservation. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
The SECRET A.RY OF THE INTERIOR. 
R. v. BELT, 
.Acting CorMJtissioner. 
DEPARTl\fENT OF THE INTERIOR, OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, December 3, U:l90. 
SIR: I have the honor to transmit for yonr information the following copy of a 
telegram received by me last night at 9 o'clock at my residence, viz: 
"ROSEBUD AGENCY, S. ;I)AK., December 2, 1890. 
"The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
" Washington, D. C.: 
"I assumed charge yesterday. I find what Indians remain at agency all well dis-
po~>ed and attending to work. Immediately on arriv'l.l of troops here a large body 
headed by Crow Dog, Two Strike, and Short Bull, left the a~eucy and are near Pine 
Ridge. They have demolished property in schools west of the agency and defied 
authority. (See letter of February 12 in regard to Crow Dog.) Two Strike is op-
lJOsed to a!l progress; did not sign treaty. If these parties are arrested and removed 
trouble will end. To increase rations to all as per telegram before this is done will 
rel:lnlt disastrously. .It will serve as a reward for present action and elevate these 
men in the estimation of their followers. Their highest ambition will be realized, 
ttud others will be encouraged to do likewise hereafter when dissatisfied. Supplies 
can and should be increased after order is restored, but careful discrimination in dis-
tribnt.iou should be allowed between good and had Indians. 
"Special Agent Reynolds aud military authorities here concur in my views. Please 
auswer. · 
"WRIGHT, Agent." 
Agent Wright has heretofore recommended that Crow Dog be arrested and confined 
'i11 ~ome place off the reservation. He, with Two Strike and Short Bull, the other two 
le:ulers of the disorderly or turbulent Indians ofthe Rosebud Agency, are those who, 
i11 hi!> opinion, should be arrested and imprisoned. 
I think their arrest by the military and confinement as prisoners in such place as 
the military authorities may find 'most suitable for the purpose, should be accom-
pli~hed as soon as it can be most prudently accomplished, all things considered. 
I think that the remarks of Agent Wright, taken in connection with the report of 
Special .Agent Lea, concerning the condition of the Pine Ridge Indians as to subsist-
~.Ex.9-4 
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ence (belteved by me to be almost as fully applicable to the Rosebud Indians), are 
deserving of most careful consideration, and indicate that there exists little, if any, 
actual or serious distress among the Sioux Indians, e:x.cept such as is caused by their 
own improvident habitH. 
I telegraphed your order to increase rations to the agents at Pine Ridge, Rosebud, 
Standing Rock, Cheyenne River, and Crow Creek, and Lower Brule Agencies. I also 
communicated the order to those agents by letter, in which I took occasion to say: 
"This order by the Secretary, while not qualified by conditions, except that the 
increased issues 'shall he for the present,' is not intended to authori.le or direct any 
wastt}ful or unnecessary issue of rations to the Indians under your charge. 
"He does, however, intend that all actual distres~-J by reason of hunger amongst 
the Indians of your agency, shall be relieved by your issuing, if necessary, to the fnll 
extent, the ration prescribed by article 5, of the agreement of Febmary 28, 1877 (19 
Stats. 254.) 
"In carrying out the Department instructions, you will issue from the supplies 
already on hand at your agency or to be delivered nuder existing contracts." 
I shall proceed with the execution of your instructions for i~:~suing the rations of 
these Indians until otherwise directed. 
I hope that the pumslHnent which will finally be meted out to the leaders of the 
disturbance aml disorderly conduct on the Sioux reservations will more than coun-
teract whatever ultimate evil effects may result from the issue, nuder existing cir-
cumstances, of increaseu rations to the Sioux Iudian~. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
The SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
R. V. BELT, 
Acting Conunissioner. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
n ashington, D. C., Decernber 3, 1890. 
SIR: I Lransmit herewith for your information, and with the recommendation that 
t.be honorable Secretary of War he furnished a copy thereof for his information, 
copies of a letter dated November 28, 1890, from John H. Waugh, esq., agent at 
Devil's Lake Agency, N.Dak., in response to a circular letter of the 27th ultimo, call-
ing for information as to the condition and temper of his Indians in connection with 
the "ghost dance," in which be reports that the preseut condition of his Indians is 
peaceable in the extreme, but that he does not feel very sanguine as to what temper 
they will be in next spring, and that the withdrawal of the t.roops from the post 
there is so recent that it is impossible to tell what effect it may have on the Indians 
after they fully realize the condition things are left in, etc. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
'rhe SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
[Telegram.] 
Ageut WRIGHT, 
Rosebtl,d Agency, S.Dak. (via Valentine, Nebr.): 
R. v. BELT, 
Acting Commissioner. 
Your telegram of 2d instant submitted to Secretary with my recommendation for 
arrest of leaders of the disorderly element. Any modification by Department of in-
structions to increase rations will be wired to you. · 
[Telegram.J 
DIXON, 
R. V. BELT, 
Acting Conpnissioner. 
INDIAN OFFICE, Decernber.3, 1890. 
Agent Crow Creek and Lower B1·ule Agency, S. Dak. : 
Authority granted as requested in yonr telegram to ration eight police and feed 
their horses during the excitement. Office asked on 29th ultimo that War Depart-
ment send military to take prisoners you have jailed. Have not yet heard what 
action was taken. Will wire you when informed. 
R. V. BELT, 
Acting Comrnissioner. 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Office of Indian Affairs, December 3, 1890. 
SIR: For your information and with the recommendation that the War Depart-
ment be furnished with a copy thereof for its informatwn, I transmit herewith copies 
of a letter from the Cheyenne River Agency, S. Dak., dated November 26, 1890, 
written by t.he agency clerk, in response to a circular letter from this office dated 
the 22d ultimo, calling for information as to the temper and condition of his Indians 
in connection with the ''ghost dance," in which the agent is reported as being out 
at the dancing camps with a view to discourage the dance and adopt precautionary 
measures to prevent an outbreak, etc. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
R. v. BELT, 
Acting Gomrnissioner. 
The SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
DEPARTMENT OF TilE INTERIOR, 
Office of lndim~ .djfai1·s, Decetnber 5, 1890. 
SIR: I have the honor to communicate for your information the following copy of 
a telegram just received by me: 
"FoRT YATES, N. DAK., VIA BISMARCK, December 5, 1890. 
''COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
'' Washington, D. C.: 
"Everything q_uiet at present. Weather cold and snowing. Am I authorized to 
arrest Sitting Bull and other fomenters of mischief when I think best! 
"McLAUGHLIN, Indian Agent." 
This is the plan proposed by Agent McLaughlin for dealing with the leaders of the 
disorderly element on his reservation as set out in his letter of November 19 last, and 
communicated to you with my letter of November 25. Subsequently, however, it ap-
pears that General Mites dispatched W. F. Cody on some mission concerning Sitting • 
Bull which is said to have contemplated his arrest. Agent McLaughlin thought such 
action at the time and under the circumstances and in the manner proposed would 
be likely to create unnecessary disturbance among the Indians. 
I am inclined to believe that the wisest course to pursue in this matter is to allow 
the agents to make the arrests of the leaders of the disorderly element among the 
Indians upon the respective reservations, especially where no military movements 
have been in active operations. This has been and is being pursued by the agent at 
the Crow Creek Agency successfully, who has already arrested eighteen of ·the lead-
ers of the disorder on his reservation without the aid of the military. 
But in order that no confusion or conflict of authority may arise, especiallyin view 
of what has already been done regarding the arrest of Sitting Bull by the military, I 
will not instl'uct Agent McLaughlin in reply to his tE:~legram until I shall receive your 
instructions upon the subject, which I will thank you to communicate to rue at your 
earliest convenience. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
The SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
,\ ,t:ll t PALMER, 
Fort Sully, S.Dak.: 
[Telegram.] 
R. v. BELL, 
Acting C01nmissioner. 
• 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, D. C., December 6, 1890. 
Secretary directs that you make no arrests except under orders of the military or 
upon order of Secretary Interior. 
(Sent to ~11 Sioux agenta.-5.) 
R. v. BELT, 
Acting Comn~issioner, 
0 
